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MARKET WILL FIND A 
WAY ON PORT MOVE
Call me cynical, but 

the North Island 
freight study outcome 

announced last week is pork-
barrel politics at its worst, and 
little more than New Zealand 
First trying to buy a seat at the 
next election.
While the study was carried 
out by a group of respected 
industry names, as David 
Vinsen quite rightly points out, 
the outcome is predisposed 
by the terms of reference. 
This was not a study to work 
out the most efficient ways 
of moving vehicles and 
freight, its mission was to 
get business to Northland 
and Tauranga, and clear the 

Auckland port area.
Both options are going 
to massively increase the 
number of long distance 
truck movements required 
to move cars and containers 
into our biggest city - 
somewhat at odds with the 
Greens' mission to reduce 
transport emissions. One 
ship coming to Auckland is 
a far better solution than 
hundreds of trucks.
And let's not forget where 
those trucks will have to 
travel. The state highway from 
Northport to Auckland is one 
of the most dangerous and 
congested pieces of fragile 
infrastructure in the country. A 

highway which was 
scheduled to be 
replaced, but that 
was cancelled 
because 
much of it was 
considered a 
“holiday highway”.
Rail? Yes it will play a 
part, but is unlikely to take the 
full load.
Well stuff you anyone living 
north of Warkworth, according 
to the coalition.
I agree that more port land 
could or even should be 
opened up to the public, 
but not like this. Not with 
a government-forced 
wholesale departure. 
What we should be looking 
at is market-led solutions. 
POAL has been doing more 
with less for years, with 
highly successful solutions 
like rail-fed inland ports and 
software that speeds up the 
processing of vehicles off 
the wharf. The whole line 
that the area is a storage car 
park is utter bull - I have seen 
full wharfs turned around 
efficiently in hours.
A prime example of a 

market-led move to 
reduce the ports land 

need and impact is PTS 
Group’s brilliant plan to 
barge cars to Highbrook. It 
is environmentally friendly, 
practical and most importantly 
planned to be commercially 
viable - no need for the 
government to spend billions.
POAL’s multi-level build, which 
will be a handling facility, not 
a “car park” as it has been 
described, is another example 
of a commercial solution 
bringing the city closer to 
getting some waterfront 
space back.
This is the kind of thinking 
we need. And I hope more 
will come - the vehicle 
market is generally fantastic 
at finding solutions, and 
we need something better 
than dumping hundreds of 
thousands of cars a year 
hundreds of kilometres out 
of the city. 

editorial by  
Richard Edwards
Managing Editor
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INDUSTRY WARY OF 
PORTS STUDY
Ending operations at the Ports of 

Auckland and developing Northport 
is being suggested in a government-

commissioned supply chain report.
The recommendation is part of the 
second Upper North Island 
Supply Chain Strategy 
(UNISC) study to review New 
Zealand’s freight network.
The cost of moving 
Auckland’s port operations is 
put around $10.3 billion.
The working group chaired by 
former Far North District Council 
mayor Wayne Brown released 
its first report in April.
Auckland mayor Phil Goff says the report 
doesn’t sufficiently consider the costs 
and benefits.
He says the proposed $10.3b to move 
Ports of Auckland is “on that conservative 
estimate … a huge sum of money with 
opportunity costs for other 
investments”.
“Like most Aucklanders I am 
in favour of moving the port, 
but we won’t simply give 
away our assets built up by 
ratepayers over generations.
“Relocation needs to be stack 
up economically and protect the 
interests of Aucklanders. It will 
also need to be undertaken with industry 
support and without imposing additional 
economic and environmental costs on 
Auckland businesses and consumers 
from freight being moved over much 
longer distances,” Goff says.
“While Auckland Council made 
submissions on the original proposal, 
we and other stakeholders, 
including the shipping 
companies and the ports 
themselves, have not had 
further input into this report.
“As the report itself 
acknowledges, if the shipping 
companies don’t agree to send 
freight to Northport, the huge 
investment in new facilities would 
be wasted money.
 “Auckland remains ready and willing to 
co-operate with the government over 

relocation of the port, but its ultimate 
agreement to do so will depend on the 
actual benefits and costs to our city and its 
people of making that move.”

Associate transport minister Shane 
Jones says the future of New 

Zealand’s ports, freight services 
and coastal shipping is “critical 
to our economy”.
 “The work to develop the 
Upper North Island Supply 

Chain Strategy comprises a 
logistics and freight review, as well 
as a plan for the long-term 
future of ports in the 

Upper North Island.
“Building an effective 
and sustainable transport 
system is a priority for the 
government,” Jones says.
Port of Tauranga chief executive 
Mark Cairns says the working 

group’s recommendations 
were feasible subject to 

infrastructure development and 
would address concerns about 
economic land use in Auckland.
Cairns says more economic 

analysis is needed as some of 
the cost, future capacity and cargo 

forecast figures were at odds with 
Port of Tauranga's data.

"We haven't discussed the 
assumptions with the 
consultants and would 
welcome the opportunity to 
do so.
"We recently engaged 
Netherlands-based container 

terminal experts TBA Group 
to complete a capacity 

development review that shows 
we can accommodate up to 
2.8 million TEUs per annum 
on our current footprint."
The import vehicle trade 

appears to be weary of the 
news, with VIA chief executive 

David Vinsen questioning the 
motives behind it.

“This is the inevitable outcome of such a 
study, as the outcome always depends 
upon the terms of reference. The study 

was set up to meet New Zealand First’s 
coalition agreement,” he notes.
“Of course Northport is where they want 
to focus - this decision is about jobs and 
investment for Northland, where Shane 
Jones wants to reinforce his presence.”
Vinsen says while such a move may 
ultimately happen, it will be a long way 
off, and cost a significant amount.
“It is going to take 20 years just to get 
the consents, plus a lot of money and 
development, and then consumer costs.
“The government would have to legislate 

to do it, because the Auckland 
Council ultimately is the owner 

of the Ports of Auckland and 
they will not want the revenue 
stream killed off.
"The government may change 
which may mean the plans 

change. Plus, the ports are 
working very hard on their social 
licence which may mean there will 

be less of a need to move from a social 
perspective."
Autohub chief executive Frank Willett 
questioned the need for the study - and 
its $850,000 cost.
"Once again, it appears that certain 
politicians have an unfettered ability to 
commission six-figure reports funded by 

taxpayers that amount to fanciful and 
delusional suggestions as far as 

the Ports of Auckland location 
and its future are concerned,” 
Willett says.
"The relocation of the port to 
“free up valuable land” is just 

idealistic at best. Any other use of 
the port land area will benefit but a 
few, add stress on already struggling 

infrastructure with more cars/visitors/
parking/waste management, and utilities 
set up being required – and for what?"
"Auckland accounts for over 50% of the 
population, and by default, 50% of the 
cargo landing at the port. Where’s the 
sense in the cargo landing elsewhere, and 
being road and/or rail freighted back into 
Auckland? He backs the work POAL is 
currently undertaking to make vehicle 
movements more efficient and use less 
space. 

Wayne Brown

Phil Goff

Shane Jones

Mark Cairns

Frank Willett
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TURNERS PULLS PLUG ON 
OXFORD SALE
Turners Automotive Group has 

confirmed it will not be selling Oxford 
Finance – despite receiving offers.

The listed company had reviewed 
its subsidiary, looking at alternative 
ownership and growth options for it. 
Investment bank Jarden were appointed 
to run a process for interested parties, 
which has now been concluded.
In a statement to the NZX, the company 
says while there was significant interest 
in Oxford Finance above the book value 
of the business, in the board’s view, the 
offers received did not “fully reflect the 
intrinsic value of the business both today 
and what we think can be achieved 
through the continued growth of the 
business via our organic growth strategy”.
“This view was informed by separate 
valuations by two corporate advisors. The 
board has therefore decided to conclude 
the strategic review and is excited to 

focus all efforts on the execution of the 
growth strategy,” it says in its statement.
Chairman Grant Baker reiterated the 
company would only have been sold for a 
premium price.
“Our strong view is that shareholder value 
continues to be optimised by retaining 
ownership of the business,” Baker says. 
“Oxford Finance is a well performing and 
growing business with a strong network 
of active dealers across the country 
and we are excited by opportunities to 
continue reshaping and growing the 
business.”
Turners will continue with its growth 
plans for Oxford, which were laid out at 
the recent AGM. These include targeting 
higher quality lending, the use of data 
and technology initiatives to improve 
risk pricing, system integration (API 
development) to broaden distribution and 
ramping up origination from the Turners 

Cars business.
Over five years, Turners successfully 
grew Oxford from NPBT of $2.9 million at 
the time of acquisition in 2014 to $11.1m 
in 2019 and the three-year forecast 
shows further significant growth for this 
business.
Chief executive Todd Hunter says Oxford 
is tracking well.
“A number of the initiatives we have 
implemented are delivering improved 
credit metrics and improved profitability. 
The Turners Auto Retail channel is 
delivering solid volume with excellent 
quality origination. We have plans to 
further enhance the business in line with 
our group strategy of simplification, de-
risking and focusing on capital efficient 
growth opportunities.” 

NZTA CONFIRMS 
MANDATORY ABS FOR BIKES
The NZ Transport Agency has 

confirmed new motorcycle models 
will require anti-lock braking from 

April – with existing models and used 
bikes following shortly after.
AutoTalk reported earlier this year 
on the change, and the issues it may 
cause for the sale of small and off-road 
focused machines.
“Making ABS mandatory will significantly 
reduce the number of motorcycle 
crashes which result from loss of 
control,” general manager safety, health 
and environment Greg Lazzaro says. 
“Motorcyclists have the highest rate of 
deaths and injuries of any group on our 
roads, and the mandatory fitting of ABS 
technology is a much-needed step to 
help riders stay in control and stay safe.
“ABS is a relatively low cost life-saving 

technology for motorcycles, but it is still 
not widely adopted in New Zealand. 
The evidence is clear that it will deliver 
the highest returns relative to costs of 
any motorcycle safety technology we 
have seen.
The mandatory ABS requirement will 
come into effect from April 1, 2020, 
through the Land Transport Rule: Light-
vehicle Brakes Amendment (No 2) 2019. 
It makes mandatory the fitting of ABS for 
new motorcycles over 125cc, with ABS 
or a combined braking system required 
for motorcycles over 50cc up to and not 
exceeding 125cc.
The rule change applies to all new-
model motorcycles first available for sale 
in New Zealand from April 1. Current-
model motorcycles and imported used 
motorcycles need to have ABS fitted as 

standard from November 1, 2021.
Several limited exceptions are included in 
the rule change, including the importation of 
classic and collectable motorcycles. Which 
account for a small fraction of motorcycle 
imports. There is no requirement to retrofit 
ABS to existing motorcycles already 
registered for use in New Zealand.
Suzuki New Zealand general manager 
of motorcycle, ATV and marine 
marketing, Simon Meade, says the 
brand welcomes the move for larger 
motorcycles, but has reservations over 
the change for smaller units.
“Motorcycles less than 125cc will most 
likely be more expensive once ABS is 
fitted and this may have the negative 
effect of pushing customers to a less 
regulated area of the market such as 
electric bicycles and scooters. 
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INVERCARGILL 
DEALER RETIRES 
AFTER 30 YEARS

Robbie Baxter is retiring from 
his car dealership after 
more than 30 years in 

business.
Invercargill-based Robbie 
Baxter Autos initially dealt 
with just imports, but in 2004 
took on the Hyundai franchise 
and now sells both new and used 
vehicles.
Baxter has run the business since 
1988, when it was called Cedar Motor Court, 
before rebranding to his namesake in 2003.
Finishing on September 27, he handed 
over the business to Hamish Gardyne, 
who owns car yards in Gore, Timaru, 
Christchurch and Dunedin.
Baxter confirms Gardyne will not be 
keeping the name but changing it to HVS 
Motors, the name of his other car yards.
“It’s just time to retire,” Baxter says. “You 
have to ask yourself, how long can you do 
it? I’m 70 in October.”
Baxter says in between half and most of the 
staff will stay after the changeover, with the 
rest being made redundant.
In his career, he made exactly 121 trips 
to Japan, but has not seen much of the 
country.
“I go just for work,” Baxter says. “I intend 
to go back in 18 months and have a decent 
holiday there.”
He imports from Japan, but for a brief 
time in the 2000s he tried importing from 
Singapore. He says most importers had a 
look at Singapore as it was seen as easier 
to do.
“I imported a few, but the quality wasn’t 
all that good,” Baxter admits. He imported 

around 100 cars from Singapore before 
pulling that plug.

He says that before the high 
number of used vehicles being 
sold online, there was a time 
where only dealers knew how 
much vehicles were worth.

The public would only know if 
they had looked around a car yard, 
so dealers had an advantage. Now, 
Baxter says all anyone does is go on 

the internet and find a cheap vehicle and 
think all vehicles should be that price.
Baxter says in the lower part of the market, 
people tend to be price orientated. “Quality 
doesn’t seem to come into it. There’s 
generally a reason why a vehicle is two 
grand cheaper than another, but the reason 
isn’t so obvious.”
He notes that Hyundai buyers are buying on 
quality more so than price.
Gardyne will be keeping the Hyundai brand, 
Baxter confirms.
He is coming to terms with retiring, saying 
it is both good and bad.
“I enjoyed what I do, I still enjoy it. But the 
day comes, and I can’t do this forever,” 
Baxter says. “I have time to do what I want 
to do.”
Born and bred in Invercargill, Baxter bought 
the then Cedar Motor Court in 1988. Before, 
he was working at a service station next to 
the car yard he owns now.
Gardyne sees the potential in the Invercargill 
car yard, signing a five-year lease on the land, 
which still belongs to Baxter.
Baxter plans on catching up with his children 
and grandchildren, who are scattered in the 
US, the UK and Australia. 

Robbie Baxter 
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Ben Giffin is well known 
within New Zealand’s 
car industry as leading 

the Mercedes-Benz brand 
here for the past seven years. 
At least he was, making the 
call earlier this year to step 
down from his position and 
take a job in the retail trade, 
heading Rick Armstrong’s 
Mercedes-Benz Botany.
It was an interesting and rarely 
seen move, and left some in 
the trade questioning why 
an Australian on an upward 
career trajectory would make 
such a move?

On a walk around the 
impressive facility – which 
we will get to later in the 
story – Giffin explained the 
decision was for a number 
of reasons – one being the 
chance to test what he has 
been telling dealers to do for 
the past 20 years.
“It is an amazing opportunity 
for me because for the last 
20 years I have been on 
the distribution side of the 
business,” he explains. “I’ve 
told retailers how they should 
run their business. At some 
point you've actually got to 

put your hand up and 
go, "Right. Well I have 
done it, and I can do 
it".
“If I went back 
into the distributor 
world, I'd actually 
understand what 
retailers need a little 
more than I did.”
Not that Giffin is completely 
inexperienced in the dealer 
market. He began his career 
as a technician before taking 
on a role with Mercedes-Benz 
Australia as a sales cadet. He 
would split his time between 
the brand’s Queensland state 
office and factory owned 
stores. When they disbanded 
the programme, he stayed on 
the distributor side.
He worked on dealer 
relationship management, 
initially focusing on smaller 
dealers between northern 
New South Wales and North 
Queensland., before taking on 
the district sales manager’s 
role for the same area.
He eventually relocated to 

head 
office in Melbourne, looking 
after the brand’s network in 
Tasmania, Victoria, Western 
Australia and South Australia. 
He was in the role for four 
years.
“I was then asked, would you 
consider running the sales 
operations in New Zealand,” 
Giffin says. “And here I am, it 
is about eight years later and I 
am still in New Zealand.”
Giffin confirmed to AutoTalk 
he was given the opportunity 
to lead another market for 
Mercedes-Benz – though 
wouldn’t confirm what that 

MR MERCEDES:  
FROM DISTRIBUTOR  
TO DEALER

Continued on page 9
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market was. Aside from the 
challenge of taking on a 
dealer here, how settled his 
life is played a part in the 
decision not to go.
 “My partner Emma, she has 
got an amazing job with ASB, 
so that's another reason why 
it's not easy to uproot your life 
as an expat in the corporate 
world and just fire into the 
next country.”
The offer from Rick Armstrong 
came at the right time.
“This opportunity came 
up with Rick and it was 
opportune timing. If this role 
wasn't available, I would've 
stayed with Daimler and 
gone off to another country.”
It is clear Giffin has a lot of 
respect for Armstrong.
“The nice thing about Rick 
is he is not afraid to come in 
here on the weekend, roll up 
his sleeves and work; shake 
hands with the customers and 
still sell cars. You do not find 
too many people that have, 
you know, 500 staff that will 
still come in here and work a 
Saturday or Sunday.”
Armstrong has provided Giffin 
with an impressive dealership 
to work with. One of the joys 
of being out of the city is 
space, and the Mercedes-
Benz operation shares an 

11,000 square metre site with 
a Hyundai franchise. 
The two occupy what 
is essentially the same 
building, though it is split 
down the middle by a large 
entrance that provides 
access to the rear yard and 
service areas.
The front yard features 
rows of used cars, and the 
showroom can fit around 20 
vehicles – though that is in a 
relatively spread out format.
Situated on Ti Rakau Drive, 
a major East Auckland 
arterial road, passing traffic is 
significant.
“I think it's around 34,000 
cars a day come past this 
business so, extremely busy,” 
Giffin notes, explaining the 
building was set back to 
allow for expansion of the 
roads.
"Mercedes-Benz has more of 
the site than Hyundai.
We are they bigger brand 
here, we are the destination 
brand,” Giffin explains. “It is 
really quite nice as we have 
got separate indentities from 
the outside.
“They are two very 
complementary brands – the 
benchmark global luxury 
brand and the benchmark 
Korean brand.”

Continued from page 8

Continued on page 10
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 The workshop for the 
Mercedes-Benz side of the 
business features six bays, 
though there is room for 
expansion. The floor features 
a high-tech in-floor brake 
testing, wheel alignment and 
suspension testing system, 
while some of the hoists 
are purposely setup for 
commercial vehicles.
A drive-through manual wash 
bay was built to suit a fully 
automated Karcher car wash, 
currently under construction 
in Europe, and likely to arrive 
in November. The system 
recycles water, while rain 
water is also collected. 
Giffin says the car wash 
won’t replace grooming staff, 
but does add efficiency – 
important when every new car 
sold from the site comes with 
10 complimentary grooms.
Outside-accessible bays are 
also used for grooming and 
vehicle preparation, while 
there is also a tyre fitment 
bay – used for a new tyre 
programme.
Giffin says they source tyres 
directly from Continental, and 
can advise customers of the 
health of their tyres during 
service.
“It offers them convenience. We 

can say, the car is here, and it’s 
going to need tyres in the next 
3000km. Do you want to do it 
today or would you like to come 
back and see us.
“The majority of the time 
they’re like, could you just do 
it now.”
Back inside, the dealership 
features a central reception 
area, luxury waiting area for 
customers, an AMG corner, 
and offices along the edge 
of the sales floor – including 
Giffin’s, which is still close to 
the action.
Upstairs there is a balcony 
from where you can stand 
and observe activity on the 
impressive showroom floor, 
a board room, office space, 
and a large staff lounge. 
Armstrong’s Euro Drive 
vehicle rental operation also 
uses space in the building.

Is the luxury market turning?
While the Botany dealership 
has had a very strong start, 
Giffin notes the market is 
beginning to get tougher. 
A common market trend is 
luxury sales tend to begin to 
drop before the rest of the 
market.
"There is a big job in retail 
at the moment, the way the 
market is feeling," he notes.
"The people who buy 

this product, they've got 
businesses, they deal in 
foreign exchange and they 
actually start feeling the 
economy slowing down or 

contracting; or even just 
confidence dropping before 
anyone else."
Regardless, it appears people 

Continued from page 9

Continued on page 11
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are still buying. Giffin is forced to 
take a break from the interview 
to meet with a customer, 
there to place on order for a 
Mercedes G-Wagon, a vehicle 
with a starting price of around 
$265,000 - and a wait of around 
seven months for delivery.

High-tech operation
With a modern building comes 
modern technology, and Giffin 
is able to control a number of 
dealership functions from his 
smartphone. That covers things 
like the ventilation system, 
music levels in the showroom, 
workshop, lounges and other 
rooms, lighting levels, and 
even monitor the security 
settings.
Both dealer principals have the 

ability to control their side of 
the building, while there is also 
a controller at reception.
The vehicles themselves are 
also under the control of 
some clever software. The 
site uses Dealer Drive to 
monitor and control its fleet 
and service loan vehicles. 
The system tracks who has 
the car, the distance it has 
covered, how it is being 
driven and any damage.
To demonstrate Giffin showed 
me that one of his staff had 
taken an AMG C63 home the 
night before, showing the 
mileage out and the mileage 
back in again.
Should someone need to be 
contacted who has a car it is a 
simple push of a button from 
within the app. 

Continued from page 10
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MOVING FORWARD
OPTIMUS ON THE FUTURE NOW 
CONFLICT ISSUES SETTLED

The Optimus Group is ready to 
move forward, and put the review 
of conflict of interest behind them 

- that is the message AutoTalk garnered 
recently during a sit down with senior 
management in Auckland.
The meeting was in part triggered by 
a visit to the country from president 
Nobuya (Nobu) Yamanaka - the founder 
and long-time leader of Nichibo, who 
stepped up to lead Optimus when it 
formed in 2015. 
I have had the chance to sit down with 
Yamanaka a few times over the years - he 
is a man of significant presence, who can 
come across as a little quiet, yet is more 
likely carefully considering his answers.
For this interview, he was flanked by 
VINZ executive director Gordon Shaw, 
who with the recent departure of 
Damon Jackson from JEVIC has taken 

on additional responsibility within the 
overall group, and Optimus senior advisor 
Yutaka Yazawa.
Nobu is sitting down to talk about the 
future of the company, but I am keen 
first to get the past behind us. Is there 
any acknowledgement from Optimus 
that they could have handled the merger 
process, that was arguably one of the 
steps that led to  the review, better?
“We did what we thought was best,” 
Yamanaka says.
Shaw splits the issue in two:
“One, leading up to our listing there are 
very strict rules in place for the Tokyo 
Stock Exchange around disclosure. That 
may have been perceived as keeping our 
cards close to our chest,” he explains.
“If we look at the topic de jour around 
NZ Transport Agency notification, we still 
believe we provided timely disclosure 
as required under our deeds of 
appointment. 
"We believe we did the right thing, 
but also acknowledge that the NZTA, 
specifically for VINZ and JEVIC, thought 
we didn’t do it the right way."
“We took that  medicine and we will do 
better in the future.”
The issue has not entirely gone 
away. Part of Yamanaka’s time in New 
Zealand was to be spent with the NZTA 
understanding what the updated regime 
around inspection, conflict of interest and 
monitoring will look like in the coming 
years.
Yamanaka notes the conflict of interest 
issue is not an evil; it is a risk to be 
managed - something Optimus has been 
doing with the appointment of its Conflict 
of Interest Council.
Has the whole process impacted the 
value of the business? Yamanaka took a 
different angle on the question, noting it 
has been an education.
“We’ve learned a lot, from a business 
sense, like how we mustn’t be 
overconfident. We need to be careful 
how we handle our businesses.”
Yazawa answered more directly.
“Recently, Nobu met with some of our 

Continued on page 13
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institutional investors, and they are not 
running for the hills. Our share price 
tends to be linked to the exchange rate 
because so much of the group's revenue 
is generated in New Zealand - and 
we are seeing quite a big devaluation 
against the Yen.”
“But that doesn’t drive 100% of the 
share price. The key factor is around the 
fundamentals."

Looking forward
Speaking of the future, and following 
on from VIA chief executive David 
Vinsen’s comments in the last AutoTalk 
magazine that the decision would likely 
trigger investment into the supply chain, 
Yamanaka was keen to point out 
they are already looking at 
ways to invest in their local 
operations.
“Especially in our inspection 
segment,” he says. We have 
been investing a lot in this 
country, such as opening new 
sites, but we still plan to invest 
into more upgrades.”
Again, being listed specific details 

are hard to extract from Yamanaka, though 
Shaw indicated growth could include 
more sites, and a renewed focus on the 
commercial inspection market.
“Five years ago VINZ didn’t have a big 
market share in Certificate of Fitness 
B,” he explains. “We are now the only 
real national competitor to VTNZ in that 
space, and more and more customers 
are approaching us looking for an 
alternative.”
Will other areas of the business grow and 
expand now the NZTA has essentially 
cleared the path for the supply chain 
industry to integrate further vertically?
“I think the generic answer is yes,” 
Yamanaka says. “When you look at 
the supply chain for New Zealand 

specifically, there are opportunities 
to grow specific segments. We 

have got a set of expertise, 
and we are looking at how to 
deploy them here. We do not 
have an answer as to whether 
that relates to the inspection 

segment or logistics.
“But primarily our customers are 
looking for better solutions, faster 
solutions and more value.”

AutoTalk is aware of some large import 
industry players are already making 
investments to vertical integrate. 
Yamanaka says Optimus Is already a step 
ahead.
“Yes, they may be coming out, following 
us. But we are basically already in the 
next phase.”
Yazawa was keen to clarify that any 
expansion has to be complementary to 
the local market.
“We are trying to grow with local industry 
colleagues organically,” he notes. "If that 
growth comes at the stake of our local 
business partners and stakeholders, we 
would have to think twice.”
Shaw also noted that for Optimus, or any 
vertically integrated group, inspections 
still need to sit off to the side. Pricing 
systems are likely to remain separate - 
something he notes is essential when 
there is the risk of being a “race to the 
bottom” on inspection costs.

A holistic view
So, what overall does vertical integration 
mean for the market? Yazawa says it 
allows the company to look at the market 

Continued from page 12
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holistically.
“We are not just traders who are trying to 
sell stock; we are trying to benefit from 
the New Zealand market, so can look at 
it from a wider perspective. People like 
Rob (Young) – Nichibo – can advise his 
customers of broader industry trends for 
example … ‘there is this much demand for 
electric vehicles, or you should have this 
kind of stock in your yard.”
“This doesn’t have to depend on one 
business segment’s self-interest.”
Shaw explains the holistic aspect further:
“The future for us is looking at the 
supply chain and where we can provide 
efficiency. That can link to price, but 
it is also about time; it comes down to 
shipping schedules and everything that 
goes into the supply chain.”
“In the inspection environment, we are 
looking at adding new technology into 
the process in Japan to speed things up, 
for example.
“So again, if I use that word again, 
holistic, looking at how we then leverage 
the advantage of an integrated supply 
chain with the vagaries of managing all 
the things we need to manage,” he says.
Yamanaka stepped in to note that all 
this must be done while remaining in 
harmony with the rules and the market. 
He noted Nichibo’s early days as a 
horticulture importer. That space has 
tough biosecurity laws.
“So we already recognise how important it 
is to protect this country. We do not have 
a short-term, short-sighted view. That has 
been our fundamental philosophy.”

Optimus retail unlikely
One step missing in full vertical 
integration for the group is a visible 
presence in retail, and indications are that 
remains an unlikely step.
“Maybe if the market requires it or we see 

the need to do it,” Yamanaka says. 
“Otherwise, the direct answer is we do 
not want to enter that market. We have 
a range of customers who would then 
become competitors – there is a fine 
balance.”
“The easy answer is that we're looking at 
future opportunities in that space. But are 
we about to acquire a retail presence? 
The answer is no,” Shaw elaborated.

Full industry support needed for VIA
The Optimus Group, through its various 
subsidiaries, is a significant funder of 
VIA. Does Yamanaka have a take on its 
current funding issues?
“From the full industry viewpoint, we 
need a strong voice representing our 
industry. We think the association is 
important, and we need such a body.
“Funding is a different issue – the 
association should be supported by 
the whole industry, not expecting to be 
supported by one organisation. That is 
dangerous as its work can be bent one 
way too much.”
Yamanaka noted it should be supported 
by the dealers as well as the industry.
Shaw explains that the challenge for 
Optimus, with a number of its companies 
being members, is that at times, including 
during the COI issue, was that the 
industry association could be perceived 
as a mouthpiece for the company.
“But we are not the only people funding 
VIA.”
The issue, Shaw notes, is how to get the 
car dealers and industry benefitting from 
VIA’s work to pay.
“And, more so, it's a demographic thing, if 
you look at some of the car dealers right 
now, is that they're immigrants, they're 
younger, and when they look at the 
association, run by, no disrespect to VIA; 
some guys have been in the industry a 
long time, is, what's the relevance?”

“We need a voice. We certainly don't 
want the Motor Industry Association to 
own that space and not have an industry 
voice. Does it need to be different than it 
is today? Absolutely.”
What is clear is the concept of a volume-
based funding system is not on the table 
for Optimus.
“It is unworkable,” Shaw states.

VINZ offshore?
Yamanaka is clearly proud of the 
expertise the Optimus team have built up, 
both here and in Japan. 
An area where he believes that 
knowledge can be put to an extended 
use is by taking VINZ systems offshore.
“We have a great amount of experience 
in different areas, and we are in a 
stage where we would like to bring that 
globally, into different markets,” he says.
While the VINZ brand itself won’t travel, 
Shaw says they are looking closely at 
the Australian market, and in the United 
Kingdom, they are looking to refocus their 
operations.
“As a TSE-listed entity, we are now 
looking at global opportunities.”
Yamanaka notes New Zealand is an 
excellent market for testing such things.
“New Zealand is a very interesting market 
in the sense that despite its size, it is 
like it is sort of spearheading where the 
market is going globally.”

A New Zealand company
“At the risk of appearing a little 
sanctimonious, Optimus is a New Zealand 
company,” Yamanaka says as we begin to 
wrap up the interview. 
“It is registered in Tokyo, but Gordon 
and all his other colleagues are here. 
We are concentrating on New Zealand 
– that is the message we want to
broadcast – Optimus is a New Zealand
company run by Kiwis.
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Earlier this year 
automotive-specialist 
marketing agency 

AdTorque Edge and Trade 
Me Motors made big news 
in the digital space with an 
announcement of a strategic 
alliance.
That move gives automotive 
dealers access to Trade Me’s 
audience data across multiple 
advertising platforms.
AutoTalk sat down with 
AdTorque Edge general 
manager Todd Fuller and 
Trade Me head of Motors Alan 
Clark recently to discuss what 
the alliance means - and how 
it can benefit dealers.
AutoTalk: Everyone knows 
about Trade Me Motors, but 
what is AdTorque Edge?
Todd Fuller: AdTorque Edge 
is a full service automotive 
digital agency. It's come out 
of Australia, and we've got 
offices in Melbourne, Sydney, 
Manila, Singapore and now 
in New Zealand. Nine months 
we've been in New Zealand 
now - and it's really taken off.
AT: What does the partnership 
bring to Trade Me Motors?
Alan Clark: We're really 
excited about the partnership. 
What we're doing is we're 
sharing our anonymised 
data with AdTorque Edge - 
which will allow a lot of our 
customers to target their 
advertising a lot better. Trade 
Me's got almost a million 
people that would not just 
view, but actually watch-list a 
vehicle each year. We allow 
the great folk at AdTorque 
Edge to be able to target their 
advertising based on that 
data.
The data is very important. 
People look for a vehicle 
and shop for a vehicle on 
Trade Me but they're also 
going to browse other media 
throughout the day. Dealers 

want to be able to reach 
people wherever they are, so 
being able to know who to 
target and know that some of 
the work dealers are doing 
through the advertising is 
really efficient because you're 
talking to the right people.
AT: Why has Trade Me Motors 
engaged a specialist?
AC: The key is the word 
specialist specialist, I mean, 
AdTorque Edge works with 
700 dealerships across 
Australia, Asia and New 
Zealand. That experience, 
the ability to have in-house 
creative as well, experience 
with overlaying on Facebook 
and Google and other 
advertising platforms, we want 
that expertise in the house.
AT: How is AdTorque Edge 
different to other marketing 
agencies?
TF: I think the biggest thing 
about AdTorque Edge being 
different to other agencies 
is that we fully focus on 
automotive. So we do the 
whole automotive cycle from 
building the website, right 
through to their social, to their 
search, to their programmes. 
Now we're adding in the Trade 
Me partnership. 
That's the point of difference. 
We just focus on cars and we 
focus on leads.
AC: I think that was really 
important for Trade Me 
Motors as well, to partner 
with somebody who was 
really focused on dealers 
and automotive - and know 
their customers really well. It's 
very important to us that our 
customers are looked after 
well.
AT: What does AdTorque 
Edge's creative services bring 
the client?
TF: We have done a lot 
of case studies on this: A 
lot of people just use the 

manufacturer's creative. But 
if you actually personalise 
the creative to a specific 
dealership and to its local 
area, we really have proven 

the results can be three to 
four times better.
AC: It was really important 
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for us in partnering with an 
agency that has capability, 
that can tailor creative. We 
know that on Trade Me, when 
people take better photos, 
put time into merchandising, 
put real time and attention to 
detail into their advertising, it 
really pays off. So, you know, 
that's why we're very happy 
to partner with a full service 
agency.
AT: How is audience data 
used?
AC: So at Trade Me we can 
look at the number of people 
that are viewing or watch-
listing types of vehicles, and 
we can segment that by 
price or region. We can then 
provide AdTorque Edge the 
ability to serve up their ads, 
to say, people who've been 
looking at SUVs, that are, say, 
above $20,000 and less than 
five years old. And also we 
know those people are in the 
market for a new or near new 

SUV. We think that means we 
can get a far better return on 
that advertising spending.
AT: As a dealer, who is my 
point of contact?
AC: We've had a few dealers 
asking who they might call, for 
what: For Trade Me listings, 
continue to call your Trade Me 
account manager and he or 
she will talk you through what 
you need to do and get the 
most out of your experience 
with Trade Me. 
When it comes to your other 
marketing activities, things 
like your Google AdWords 
or your social spend or your 
display ads, then give Todd 
and team a call.
AT: Will AdTorque Edge help 
us understand the data?
TF: I think one of the things 
that I've learnt very quickly 
after being 30 years with a 
print career, is the reporting. A 
lot of what we do at AdTorque 
Edge is actually educating 
the dealers about data. The 

reporting shows everything. 
At the end of the month, we 
sit down and tell them where 
every lead has come from, 
every phone call's come from 
- that's the kind of information
that just hasn't been available
in the past and it is obviously
the future.
AT: What results are dealers
seeing?
TF: Call tracking has been
a fantastic tool, where we
monitor every phone call.
For example, the average
phone call to a dealership
is three minutes but the
average through Trade Me
is four and a half minutes.
We know that they're getting
better conversion rates from
a Trade Me call to an average
call coming in. That's just one
example of the tools that we
have that start to show people
the value that we can give
them.
One of the biggest wins we've
had by using the Trade Me

data is the conversions to 
phone calls or to submission 
leads has increased. We know 
that by using the Trade Me 
data we are targeting the right 
people in the market. 
We're getting to those 
in-market audiences and 
the results are proving 
themselves.
AT: How important is the 
partnership for Trade Me 
Motors?
AC: We're really excited 
getting into this partnership. 
One of the things that we've 
done with AdTorque Edge is 
giving them exclusive access 
to the Trade Me data for use 
with dealers in New Zealand. 
What we're looking for is a 
close partnership, somebody 
that we can literally sit 
alongside with and work with.
For the full unedited version 
of this interview, check out 
the video version on the 
Auto Media Group YouTube 
Channel. 
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Harwood Cars owner 
Martin Harwood 
has been at his Point 

Chevalier caryard for more 
than three years and, although 
at retirement age, there’s no 
slowing him down. 
“I’m just getting into it and I’m 
70,” Harwood says. 
Originally starting with ICE cars, 
Harwood credits himself and 
his friend and then business 
partner Henry Schmidt as one 
of the first to bring EVs to New 
Zealand. 
Schmidt now owns Autolink 
Cars in Grey Lynn, one of 
Harwood’s EV competitors. 
Harwood has been selling 
pure electric Nissan Leafs 
for two and a half years, and 
believes he is the only EV 
dealership with just Leafs and 
Nissan EV vans. 
After 51 years in the 
automotive industry, Harwood 
knows one or two things 
about being a good car 
salesperson. And he says 
finding good salespeople is 
very difficult, especially for 
selling EVs. 
“Once you’ve learnt to sell 
cars, it is very hard to change 
over to sell electric cars,” 
Harwood says. He runs his 
dealership with his wife Lorna 
Harwood. 
“I have a broad range of 

vehicles that would suit most 
budgets,” Harwood says, 
in response to a recent AA 
Insurance survey revealing 
Kiwis are put off buying EVs 
due to the price. 
“My EVs start off at $10,000,” 
Harwood says. “New cars, 
the answer is yes, they are 
expensive. Pre-owned cars, no.” 
He sells his EVs not only 
through his Pt Chevalier 
dealership but also on Trade 
Me, and uses Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter and 
Neighbourly accounts, running 
his business as harwoodcars.
com on such sites. 
“Trade Me Motors is the best 
place to sell cars,” he says.
Once old school, Harwood 
has learned to “grasp the 
nettle” and go with social 
media.
“Media is the way to go. 
I concentrate on that. I 
enjoy social media – I’m a 
researcher.” 
When the drone attack on 
Saudi Arabia’s oil facilities 
happened, Harwood sold 
three EVs and received five 
phone enquiries the day after.
“There was a massive interest 
towards EVs,” Harwood says. 
“People are finding that they 
are generating savings.
“There was one woman that 
was thinking about buying an 

EV for three weeks. 
"This helped her make the 
decision to get one.” 
Generally, the types of people 
that come into his car yard can 
be categorised as “greenies”, 

‘FUTURE LOOKS REALLY GOOD’  
AT HARWOOD CARS 
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“pensioners” and “tech 
geeks”, he laughs. 
The greenies are interested 
in EVs because they’re 
environmentally friendly and 
they care about saving the 
planet, Harwood says. 
Pensioners are the elderly 
buying possibly their last car 
and who can afford a $10,000 
run-around EV with lower 
range. 
“This group has paid tax their 
whole life and are giving 
it [tax] the middle finger,” 
Harwood says. “I’ve found 
that rest homes are putting 
in charging stations. EVs are 
easy to drive and there’s no 
worrying about servicing and 
all that carry on.” 
Tech geeks are the ones that 
have researched all things EV, 
Harwood adds. 
“Some want to see how much 
you know.”
More than 50 years of 
experience has given 
Harwood the ability to read 
body language well and 
gauge whether a person 
wants to be left alone to look 
around the caryard or wants 
help. 

“I’m not that tough a car 
dealer,” Harwood says. “I like 
to make people laugh, relax 
and have them enjoy the 
buying of a car. Then they tell 
their friends they had a good 
time, and that’s what we look 
for.” 
People like all sorts of colours 
for their EV, but red is a 
favourite. 
Companies tend to go for 
white EVs, and many people 
like black, grey and orange 
cars, Harwood finds. 
When Nissan released its 80th 
anniversary models, purple, 
orange and dark blue were 
available on the Nissan Leafs. 
“I can’t get enough of them,” 
Harwood says, admitting he’d 
prefer some brighter Leafs in 
his yard which is dominated 
by white, black, grey and blue. 
Leather interiors are also very 
popular but rare in Japanese 
imports due to Japanese 
people not liking to sit on 
dead animals’ skins, Harwood 
reckons. 
Wife Lorna does 90% of the 
sales, while Harwood is in 
charge of the buying and 
advertising. 
He says this works, as he 
has found many car buying 

decisions are made by 
women. 
“Mrs Harwood has the ability 
to communicate with the 
ladies,” Harwood says, adding 
she has an ability to help men 
and women determine what 
EVs are best suited to their 

wants and needs.
Harwood Cars sees the 
future is EVs, which is why he 
made the switch many years 
ago from selling ICE cars to 
strictly pure electric vehicles 
and no hybrids – not even 
plug-in hybrids. 

Continued from page 17
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 AFTERMARKET

DELIVERING SOLUTIONS 
WITH SYSTIME 
Systime Automotive 

Solutions, hence its 
name, delivers solutions 

to the automotive industry 
with its Dealer Management 
System (DMS) – Autoline. 
“It is a fully integrated system, 
providing dealers with a 
comprehensive solution 
across all departments, 
including CRM,” general 
manager Tracey Atkins says. 
Atkins says feedback from 
customers is that Autoline is 
a bulletproof product, with a 
very solid backend. 
The Autoline modules allow 
dealerships to access a 
wide range of interface and 
file transfer facilities, linking 
dealers with manufacturers 
and importers, covering parts, 
warranty, service, vehicles and 
finance. 

The reporting across all 
modules ensures dealerships 
have visibility of efficiency and 
profitability.  
Autoline is the most widely used 
DMS globally and Systime is 
the distributor in both the New 
Zealand and Australian markets.  
Autoline is targeted to new 
franchise dealers and Systime 
has a vast majority of the major 
franchises in the brand range of 
its customer base. 
She says dealers should 
use Autoline as it is a 
comprehensive system, where 
the full integration between 
modules ensures financial 
accuracy and minimises the 
need for manual processing.
“It provides you with excellent 
management and efficiency 
across all departments.” 
Autoline offers eight modules 

within the dealership:
Marketing – 
understanding 
customers and improving 
campaign results. 
Vehicle sales – controlling 
sales processes and 
increasing profit margins. 
Service desk – providing 
service to every customer. 
Aftersales – maximising 
workforce utilising and 
increasing workshop revenue. 
Parts – improving stocking 
and sales. 
Accounts – managing finances 
and real-time analysis. 
Management – making good 
business decisions.
Beyond the DMS – improving 
business performance with 
Autoline integrated solutions. 
Requirements for efficiency 
and dependability in day-to-day 

trading in dealerships reflects 
the need for an effective 
DMS in today’s competitive 
automotive environment. Atkins 
says Autoline fits this bill.
“We have an exciting pipeline of 
mobile functionality coming and 
we are focused on ensuring 
we are providing a future 
proof, seamless solution for 
our customers and potential 
customers,” Atkins advises. 
“Concentrating on growth 
in all areas of the business 
will benefit our customers 
experience and satisfaction.” 
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Paul O’Connor’s OEM Audio 
multimedia unit fits with the 
automotive industry’s rapid changes. 

OEM Audio supply model ranges for new 
and used car dealerships throughout 
Australasia. O’Connor says most people 
are now going towards Android Auto and 
Apple CarPlay. 
The units are offered in many makes and 
models. 
O’Connor says OEM Audio offer a lot of 
licensed products for Toyota and they 
have a universal product that fits the 
frame of most Toyotas. 
“We have also developed a way to put 
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto in the 
original factory stereo and add wireless 
car play and a USB-powered version 
of Android Auto. This can be done on 
Toyotas from 2014 onwards.”
Recently, the new Nissan Qashqai and 
XTrail vehicles have been installed with a 
new nine-inch unit that has successfully 
been put into a couple of fleets. 
“They all have Apple CarPlay and Android 
Auto. A bonus is that it’s a very simple install 

for a dealer or franchise. The new Nissan 
BTN 650 as we call it, is standard fit in a 
few overseas markets and uses all factory 
plugs and harnesses,” O’Connor says. 
OEM Audio is expanding on a range of 
nine-inch tablet style units with Android 
Auto and Apple CarPlay built into them, 
all fully licensed and in several different 
frames to fit into different cars. 
“They’re really great products,” O’Connor 
says. “High resolution, great Bluetooth. 
“I’ve been over to the factories and 

checked it all out, to make sure 
everything is licenced and 
done as ecologically as 
possible.” 
Around 75% of O’Connor’s 
products go to car dealers, 
both new and used dealers 
for different projects. 
“We support 60 to 70 different 
vehicles,” O’Connor says. “From 
our point of view, a lot of the 
dealership staff aren’t fully aware of the 
benefits that Apple CarPlay and Android 
Auto offer the customer.” 
He says the public have moved on from 
CD players, unlike some dealers. The 
consumer wants to stream their music and 
have the benefits of phone projection. 
“The industry is changing rapidly, and 
these days customers have access to 
Hey Google, Hey Siri, via Apple CarPlay 
and Android Auto and it’s a smoother, 
safer way to go.” 
A lot of dealers see success from the 
units, and the dealers OEM Audio work 
with say it’s going great. 

“It’s a nice way for the dealer to close a 
deal,” O’Connor says. “A lot of dealers are 
very successful with it. 
“There is a good trade allowance. The 
margin sold is good, even for its low retail 
price, there’s a margin in the product.” 
The company is happy to deal with 
customers who call the 0508 free phone 
number. English manuals and YouTube 
channels are also available for the 
customer. 
O’Connor says they are happy to take 

the customers’ calls, so dealers don’t 
have to handle all the queries. 

In the next few days, dealers 
will be able to log in from the 
OEM Audio website and buy 
straight from there. Products 
will arrive the next day 

provided the order is done by 
5.30pm that evening. 
Not only does OEM Audio provide 
for the new and used car industry, 

it also makes cables for electric vehicles. 
It also produces type two and type one 
EV leads so EV owners can charge their 
EVs from a public station. 
“It’s rapidly becoming a popular product,” 
O’Connor says. 
He says a lot of people are trying to 
enter the EV market but don’t have any 
background. "They seem to think that 
anything will work. We have tried a lot of 
gear and some will burn your house down. 
“All of our products are TUV approved, 
which is the most reputable testing 
organisation in the world. We spent the 
money to get TUV approved, and our 
products meet the latest International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
standard. We are not some guy in his 
garage hoping for the best.” 
OEM Audio has a range of WallChargers 
coming, with some even having a Wifi 
app that allows you to see and set the 
time, speed, kilowatt on the charge. 
Later in 2019, OEM Audio has partnered 
with a US company MyGekogear to 
bring a new dash camera into the 
country. This two-channel dash camera 
records front and back, and records 
speed and GPS location. 
It retails for $270, stores up to 128 GBs, 
and can be used for any vehicle. 
“These are cool devices, with Wifi and a 
stand-alone App” O’Connor says. 
Its expected arrival into New Zealand is by 
the end of November, where initially 1500 
of them will be available for dealers. 
OEM Audio is supported by two 
technicians, Kyle and Stu, who 
O’Connor says are two of the best audio 
technicians in the country. 
To contact OEM Audio, free phone 0508 
OEM AUDIO (0508 6362 8346) or email 
sales@oemaudio.co.nz 

Paul O’Connor 

DEALERS SEEING SUCCESS 
WITH OEM AUDIO
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Parts & Accessories

 AFTERMARKET

A web-based solution to the 
previously difficult process of 
finding the right car parts is being 

used by tens of thousands of workshops 
and traders around the country.
Repco and Appco’s Navigator Pro lists 
parts for over 23,000 vehicles sourced by 
GPC Asia Pacific from around the globe.
Navigator Pro enables the user to select 
a specific vehicle, along with its most 
commonly used parts, with just five 
clicks of the mouse. To make selection 
even quicker, users can simply enter the 
vehicle’s registration number.
With the expansion of the modern car 
park, the pressure has never been 
greater for workshops to manage 
multiple makes and models from Asia 
and Europe along with the traditional 
Australian and Japanese staples.
After five years of success in the market, 
Navigator Pro has had a refreshed 

look, while retaining all the features 
and complementary products that have 
helped so many automotive workshops 
across New Zealand.

The new look helps minimise wasted 
space, providing more room to see the full 
range of products available from Repco 
and Appco whether on PC, tablet or mobile 
phone. Some of the ways Navigator Pro’s 
product suite can save your business hours 
of wasted time each week are:
• Navigator Pro helps you search for 

the right part for your customer’s 
vehicle, by using Rego Search or in-

tuitive menus, even as a mobile app.
• Once the vehicle is selected, Smart-

Quote offers logbook quoting by 
mileage, time or a combination of both, 
including repair times with your busi-
ness’s labour costs in under a minute.

• With Smart Inspector, your workshop 
can appear as professional as an 
OEM Workshop, with PC or tablet-
based checklists to use when wel-
coming your customer, and the ability 
to take photos of parts that need 
replacing and send them to custom-
ers in a comprehensive report.

Repco and Appco will continue to develop 
new Navigator Pro, while it remains free to 
Repco and Appco Trade Account holders.
For more information on Repco and 
Appco’s Navigator Pro, Smart Quote or 
Navigator Pro/Sam integration, contact 
your local Repco or Appco store or sales 
representative. 

WEB SOLUTION SIMPLIFIES 
PARTS SOURCING

WINNER 2017
MOST INNOVATIVE 

TRADE CATALOGUE/ 
E-COMMERCE  

SOLUTION

Check out our new look, award-winning 
electronic catalogue system, Navigator Pro.

Contact your Repco or Appco rep for more details: 0800 294 222

WINNER 2019
MOST INNOVATIVE 

TRADE CATALOGUE/ 
E-COMMERCE  

SOLUTION

Repco and Appco’s 
Navigator Pro lists parts for 
over 23,000 vehicles sourced 
by GPC Asia Pacific from 
around the globe.
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 AFTERMARKET
Parts & Accessories

Traditionally, there has been a 
perception amongst both the auto 
industry and consumers that 

genuine parts are considerably more 
expensive than an alternative part from 
an aftermarket supplier. 
Although that may have held water in 
times past where the cost discrepancy 
was typically higher, the auto trade 
sector is realising that these days, often 
there is minimal difference in how much 
each will set them back.
So with costs more or less on par – why 
should the trade choose genuine?
With typically little significant difference 
in price between genuine and its grey 
counterpart, the value of an OEM part is in 
its quality. Basically – you get what you pay 
for! With a genuine part you know it will be:

• A perfect fit – as it’s specifically 
designed for the vehicle.

• An easy installation – which will save 
you time and money.

• Guaranteed – as it’s supported by 
the manufacturer.

• Giving peace of mind to both the 
trade customer and the consumer.

Although the trade know this from 
their own experience in servicing and 
replacing parts in vehicles, the message 
can become lost if there is no compelling 
reason for the trade to “sell” the 
consumer on what is perceived to be a 
more expensive part, and take the time to 
relay this message of value.

With such a level 
playing field, how 

do you create a point of 
difference?
Although communicating value has its 
place, it is worth implementing a rewards 
programme to incentivise the purchase 
of genuine parts, which will also provide 
your dealership and brands with an 
offering that your aftermarket competitors 
can’t match. Such a platform also has 
several advantages:

• Opens a direct communication 
channel with your trade customers.

• Increases trade customer lifetime 
value.

• Improves on-time payments.
• Encourages trade customer loyalty.
• Incentivises the purchase of parts, 

in a way that is proven to make a 
difference.

In fact, 70% of trade customers 
surveyed by auto loyalty programme 
specialists, GetGenuine, indicated that 
being offered rewards influenced their 
decision to purchase. 
As a dealership, what’s in it for me?
Through retaining trade customers and 
incentivising genuine parts purchasing, 
dealerships can maximise their trade 
revenue. Keeping trade accounts current 
can also be a challenge – incentivising 
on-time payment can make for an easier 
conversation! 
Through a rewards programme you can 
not only increase the volume coming 
in, but increase the number and value 
of your trade customers paying on 
time each month. After all, if the trade 
is not buying parts from you, they will 
be purchasing the part through an 
aftermarket competitor.
More holistically, through selling more 
genuine parts to the trade, dealerships 
can ensure better, higher quality parts are 
being fit to more vehicles – a scenario 
that works to benefit everyone. 

WHAT’S THE COST – AND VALUE 
– OF GENUINE FACTORY PARTS?

by Mike Sexton 
Managing director
NZ, Marque Group
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Parts & Accessories

 AFTERMARKET

They say the devil is in the detail, 
but detail can be a retail saviour for 
those in the automotive business.

In this case, detail refers to detailing 
products and services. Anyone who is 
selling a car, whether they are a dealer 
or a private owner, knows a vehicle 
that looks well maintained will attract 
more interest than one that doesn’t, so 
a good detailing job at time of sale is a 
must-do.
However, for automotive professionals it 
is a smart business move to go beyond 
that, because adding value for the 
customer adds value to the business. 
That means re-shaping the marketing 
plan away from simple discounting and 
towards deals that make the customer 
believe the brand is worth every cent 
they are paying.
If we’re talking detail, that means 
considering the possibility of adding car 
care products to time-of-sale offerings, 
a special deal on extra car protection, 
or adding a quality range of car care 
products and equipment (sponges, 
chamois etc) to the parts and accessories 
line-up.

That doesn’t mean freebies won’t 
work – everyone loves to think they are 
getting something for nothing. From 
the business owner’s perspective, it’s 
all about the attitude, so stop thinking 
“free costs me” and consider it an 
investment in the future of the business. 
That could mean giving away samples 
from the detailing range when someone 
buys a car – along with information 
on how to use them (all printed on 

business letterhead, of 
course), or running a 
competition to win a top-
notch detailing package. 
The dealership’s detailing 
team can explain the 
various products to the 
winner, and how they can buy and 
use the same products at home.  
It’s not rocket science; more like taking 
a leaf out of the fast food operators’ 
handbook – “do you want fries with 
that?” – and upselling whenever possible. 
If the business is operating in the 
automotive sector, it makes sense to be a 
one-stop-shop for the things a customer 
might need.
For example, another simple idea is 
to run regular promotions on car care 
products and equipment from the in-
house range and highlight them in the 
service area with promotional pricing 
for customers who are dropping off or 
collecting their cars.
If the business doesn’t have a car care 
product range on the books, it’s worth 
thinking about adding a premium brand – 
something that will add to the perception 
of the quality of your business.
British-based company Autoglym boasts 
a royal connection, with Royal Warrants 
from the Queen and the Prince of Wales. 
These are official seals of approval, 
recognising Autoglym as the sole 
supplier of car care products to the Royal 
Household.
The Autoglym team trains the Royal 
chauffeurs how to detail all the Royal 
vehicles including state cars and 
coaches, Royal estate vehicles and 
state coaches. In fact, an Autoglym 
staffer cleaned the Aston Martin DB6 
convertible that Prince William and the 
Duchess of Cambridge drove out of 
Buckingham Palace after their wedding 
in 2011.
The company has just relaunched its 
retail products into New Zealand’s 
Supercheap Auto stores, but long before 
it was available to the public, it sold only 
to the automotive trade, and it is still the 
range of choice for many of the prestige 
car manufacturers. 

By David Turney – Head of 
Marketing at GnG Sales  
(importers and distributors of 
Autoglym in NZ and Australia)

DEVIL IN THE 
DETAILING

It’s not rocket science; 
more like taking a leaf out 
of the fast food operators’ 
handbook – “do you want 
fries with that?” 
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TALE OF TWO 
SHOWROOMS
We’re already headlong into the 

digital age and for consumers, 
the old conventions of buying 

and selling through a dealership have 
changed.
There are two primary points of contact 
between a potential customer and a 
dealer, but the power now rests in the 
palm of the former’s hand. 
But your tiled floors and double-glazed 
foyer are not the place for first contact.
E-Commerce company SpinCar says 
dealers need to take a more aggressive 
approach to their virtual presence 
entering the new decade.
Speaking at the Australian Automotive 
Dealer Association convention in 
Melbourne last month, chief executive 
Devin Daly says dealerships are a missing 
link in the digital advertising arms race.
“We think one of the biggest misses 
in automotive [retailing] is that today’s 
consumers are used to spending the vast 
majority of their time in hyper-curated 
platforms,” he says.
“Yet dealers are selling a very emotionally 
connected product, often costing $50-
$60,000, and yet in a lot of times there’s 
a very flat, static experience on OEM-
branded dealer websites,” Daly explains.
He says Australian consumers spend 
about five hours per day online.

“This is almost a third of the average 
consumer’s waking time, spent online; 
so, the days of creating relationships and 
driving consumer interaction via face-to-
face engagements are pretty much gone.
“The key to creating consumer loyalty 
today is providing that significantly more 
relevant, personalised and transparent 
educational experience online,” Daly 
highlights.
He reveals in the US market, 93% of 
consumers started their car-buying 
process online, suggesting the first 
impression for a dealership is not the 
physical one with lights and tiles.
“You have two showrooms and in nine 
out of 10 cases, the first impression 
for your dealership, is no longer the 
physical one, so you need to make that 
first impression count,” he adds.
SpinCar says vehicle visualisation 
comprises 82% of dealer website 
interactions, and with competing dealers 
“just a click away”, online inventory is 
essential.
“Some dealers prefer not to face the 
harsh realities of the changing landscape 
... the online showroom will make or 
break your business,” Daly says.
“I see a future where virtual vehicle tours 
are a standard part of online shopping,” 

Continued on page 25

Devin Daly

Kane Hocking,

FROM THE AUSTRALIAN AUTOMOTIVE DEALER’S ASSOCIATION 
CONFERENCE IN MELBOURNE, VIA AUTOTALK.COM.AU
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he adds, referring to the old ways of 
packing the family up on a weekend, to 
visit several dealers to test drive multiple 
cars and eventually decide on one of 
them, are also assigned to history. 
Carsales senior commercial analyst Kane 
Hocking says dealers need to remember 
the demographic they’re selling to as the 
Millennial generation – born 1981 to 1996 
– reach 39 to 24 years of age in 2020.
“As the first generation to grow side-
by-side with social media, millennials 
are highly influenced by what they see 
posted online,” he says.
“Online posts are dedicated to showing 
the best and most premium products, 
services and customer experiences,” 
Hocking explains.
Carsales Auto Market Watch report cites 
research conducted by Allianz in the US 
which found 57% of millennials spent 
money, unplanned, on an item they saw 
online.
Hocking says a quick observation at 

the trend in sales for premium cinema 
tickets, expensive shoes and the newest 
gadgets suggests a trickle down into the 
prestige new car segment.
“The share of luxury brand new car 
sales nearly doubled in Australia 
between 2012 and 2018,” he explains.
According to VFACTS sales data quoted 
from the Federal Chamber of Automotive 
Industries, prestige and luxury sales in 
those six years jumped from 6.5% to 11% 
- roughly 60,000 cars.
“Keep in mind there is an aspirational 
vehicle for millennials at every price 
point,” Hocking advises.
But he warns there are greater forces 
affecting the market than just social 
media and cashed-up 30-somethings.
“Value for money in terms of specs and 
features has never been better,” he says.
“However, record levels of student 
debt in the US, higher utility and 
insurance costs … have pushed the new 
car purchase down the priority list,” 
Hocking highlights.
He says easing the sticking points in 

transacting with the dealership are one 
way of building trust and allowing a 
stress-free environment.
“Multiple, long paper forms and 
drawn-out negotiation is not how 
this generation is accustomed to 
transacting,” Hocking says.
“A lot of the millennial lifestyle has been 
funded via Alternative Payment Lenders 
which have burst on to the scene in 
recent years,” he continues.
“These firms are not regulated as a 
credit provider … allowing them to 
capitalise on the need for immediate 
gratification.
“The customer experience a millennial 
expects from a bricks-and-mortar retailer 
is the same frictionless transaction 
they’re accustomed to from pure online 
retailers – easy, fast and transparent,” 
Hocking says.
Thinking like a millennial in the digital 
age and sharpening a dealership’s 
e-commerce tools are not just necessary 
to do business in 2020, they’re key to a 
dealer’s survival. 

Continued from page 24

TWO OF US: 
CUSTOMERS AND 
DEALERS ON F&I
It’s safe to say the dealer’s finance and 

insurance department is not what it 
used to be.

Dealerships and their respective 
distributor brands now have a drastically 
different set of rules under which to turn 
a profit in 2019 and beyond.
Major players in the finance and 
insurance sector have spoken candidly 
about the prospects for vehicle lending.
A five-strong panel at the AADA 
convention last month consisted of 
insurance company representatives, 
one big-four bank, and the respective 
financing department heads at two top-10 
OEM brands.
Eric Insurance chief executive Malcolm 
Tilbrook says understanding what retail 
insurance holds for dealers in the future 
means accepting what’s happened in 
recent history.

“Customers in the past have not been 
put at the centre of the F&I journey, and 
so firstly the construct of products and 
their price did not meet that community 
expectation or our regulators,” he begins.

“You’ve got to put a line through the past 
and acknowledge that the industry has 
done the wrong thing, and governments 
have been clear about not necessarily 

Continued on page 26

FROM THE AUSTRALIAN AUTOMOTIVE DEALER’S ASSOCIATION 
CONFERENCE IN MELBOURNE, VIA AUTOTALK.COM.AU

TALE OF TWO 
SHOWROOMS
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banning these products, but focus on the 
consumer,” Tilbrook divulges.
“Governments have asked the industry 
to focus that the features and benefits 
are valuable to the consumer, look at the 
price by not over-inflating it by paying 
the distribution channels too much, and 
they’ve also looked at the selling process 
by looking inside dealerships and said it 
was too convoluted,” he concedes.
Tilbrook is also frank in describing how 
customers were treated.
“Regulators have said customers have 
not understood what they were buying 
in the past,” he says.
“The regulator has effectively said 
‘produce or offer good products and we’ll 
leave you alone’ and that’s where I think 
the future lies ... The days of ordering the 
hamburger with the lot are gone.
“Insurers are now obliged and regulators 
have greater powers. With all the media 
around junk insurance and poor customer 
outcomes, we’ve seen dealers turn 
away from that and we’re getting back 
to the point where dealers need to put 
customers at the centre of everything 
they do,” Tilbrook adds.
Allianz Australia chief general manager 
Michael Winter says he understands 
everybody is looking for answers 
and expects to find some in its new 
$40 million investment toward giving 
consumers the same retail experience as 
what’s available to business managers.
“It’s really important because we now have 
consumers who need choice,” he says.
“We’re looking at how we assist the dealer 
through to the manufacturer with that 
purchase journey so they and us are well 
placed to take advantage of that [lead].”
With OEMs moving to increasingly long 
warranty periods, Winter was asked about 
Allianz and its role for those warranty 
products the company offered once upon 
a time.
“We think over time the warranty periods 
will graduate to the outer limits, which will 
make it harder to effectively sell warranty 
on new cars, asking a customer to make 
a commitment to something which might 
start in seven years’ time,” he explains.
“Used and pre-owned cars is a definite 
opportunity and we’re working closely 
with our partners to figure out the 
relevance of the product, and how to get 
the right product construct in place; so 
customers can buy a pre-owned car with 
confidence, and if something goes wrong 
they’ll have an insurer behind them.”

Nissan Financial Services Australia/New 
Zealand managing director Peter Jones 
reflected on the new car retail market 
for F&I in the post-Royal Commission 
era, which resulted in banning flex 
commission, point of sale exemptions and 
neutered add-on insurance.
He says the Nissan 1% finance offer for 
example still has strong resonance with 
consumers.
“Since November 2018, we’ve all had 
conditions that have probably been the 
hardest you can remember since the 
GFC.
“Our numbers of approvals haven't 
dropped; we run a relatively conservative 
brand so we have probably 81% of 
applications A or B rated,” Jones says.
“I think dealers may be pre-judging what 
may or may not be approved – when we 
do the 1% finance we usually have about 
79% penetration and most are being 
approved.
“It might take a bit longer to get an 
answer, but what has changed is the 
customers we’re seeing; if they are a C or 

D customer we’ve not really seen those 
[customers] previously,” he adds.
Toyota Financial Services president and 
chief executive officer John Chandler 
also says the state of affairs is similar, 
but emphasises the conditions regarding 
vulnerable customers.
“We’ve got similar outcomes to Peter and 
we know we’re not seeing everything, but 
I think it’s clear in relation to regulatory 
changes there’s a carving out of more 
vulnerable customers – that's actually 
happening,” he says.
“You look at people on government 
benefits, in remote locations, all those 
categories are under massive scrutiny 
and we have to find out whether there’s 
a suitable category for them or not,” 
Chandler explains.
“Everyone’s under the same conditions, 
you can’t say you’re an online provider 
and you don’t have to do something; 
with a credit license, you do.” 
Chandler also says the used car market 
is also a likely segment to take a hit as a 
result of changes. 

L-R: Chris Mandile (Deloitte), John Chandler (Toyota Financial Services), Michael Winter (Allianz), 
Malcolm Tilbrook (Eric Insurance), Peter Jones (Nissan Financial Services).

Continued from page 25
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• Motor Vehicle Insurance

• Lumley Underwritten

• Fast-Flexible-Effective Motor Vehicle Insurance 

designed for Dealers and their customers

• All Licence types catered for and Histories 

looked at

• Weekly/Fortnightly and Monthly payment 

options for your customers

• NZRA (NZ Roadside Assistance)

INSTANT QUOTE & COVER SERVICE 24/7

PH 0800 111 801
Or ONLINE QUOTES www.gocover.co.nz

Drive Away with peace of mind CALL US TODAY

Drive Away 
Insurance

VEHICLE SCRAPPAGE 
SCHEME ON THE CARDS
A vehicle scrappage programme 

is being considered by the 
Government as an option for 

lowering carbon emissions.
The scheme will encourage people to 
give up old cars, as New Zealand’s 
vehicle fleet continues to age.
The average age of a light 
passenger vehicle fleet in New 
Zealand increased from 11.7 
years in 2000 to 14.4 years 
in 2017. This compares to the 
US’s 11.6 years in 2016, and 
Australia’s 10.1 years. Canada 
and Europe only clocked 9.3 and 
7.4 years respectively.
The Government considered 
11 policies as ways to reduce 
greenhouse emissions from 
vehicles – the policy chosen, the 
feebate scheme, has generated 
controversy.
So, the search continues, and the 
vehicle scrappage programme is 
being investigated.
One of the policies, a ban on 
importing fossil fuel vehicles from 
2035 onwards, was scrapped. 
Associate minister for transport 
Julie Anne Genter says the ban 
and seven other options “were 
investigated, but discarded due to 
being either ineffective, poor value 
for money, or regressive.”

Genter told Newsroom the 
Government was interested in 
how a similar scheme to vehicle 
scrapping could be used as a 
transition from a higher-emission 
fleet to a lower-emission one.
“The scrappage scheme is in the 
hands of NZ Transport Agency 

and we’re expecting an update in the 
next month”
If it continues, it will be trialled to see 
what the most effective way is to achieve 
lower emissions. 

Julie Anne Genter
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Deloitte sessions are always full

CRAWFORD’S CASE

Avanti Finance has you covered.

Call the team today 0800 286 020
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THE FLAWED PLAN TO 
REDUCE VEHICLE EMISSIONS
Two things are certain about 

climate change, firstly, it is 
happening and secondly, in 

addition to natural climate change 
processes, human activity is adversely 
affecting the rate of change.  Whether 
every single person likes it not, 
collectively we need to reduce our 
greenhouse gas emissions, and 
reductions from transport needs to be a 
part of that reduction process. 
In the past couple of months, we’ve been 
number crunching the government’s 
proposed new policies aimed at reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions from the light 
vehicle fleet.  What we’ve found is that 
the government has come up with a well-
intentioned but disastrously flawed policy 
model – one that looks set to fail in many 
ways, including achieving its targeted 
reductions.  
The full MIA submission and 
spreadsheet model can be found at 
this link - https://www.mia.org.nz/
Documents#Environment 
New vehicle importers are under 
no illusion.  The transport sector 
is responsible for 20 per cent of 
greenhouse gas emissions and those 
emissions, along with agriculture and 
industry, have been steadily growing for a 
past two decades.  It’s clear we can’t take 
a business-as-usual approach if we are 
serious about reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions.
But we do need a policy that will work 
and won’t simply become another tax 
on consumers or cost for business while 

failing to achieve emissions reduction.
Unfortunately, what’s on the table right 
now gets a big fail. 
If it goes ahead in its current 
form there would be a number of 
perverse outcomes and unintended 
consequences that I don’t believe the 
government really intended.
The proposed Clean Car Standard 
imposes graduated penalties, according 
to their different weight bands, on 
virtually all new and used imported 
vehicles.
It’s a particularly complex formula so I’m 
not going to try to go into details here. 
But it imposes unrealistic targets that will 
hit some importers much harder than 
others, depending on the makeup of the 
importer’s model mix.
The design flaw hits small fuel efficient 
vehicles particularly hard and could 
even spell the end of the line for some 
of our most popular small fuel efficient 
vehicles. These vehicles would be 
hit with a big tax penalty under the 
proposed new system which could price 
them out of the market.
It also imposes a break-neck speed for 
emissions reduction putting us at a way 
faster pace than other parts of the world 
such as Europe, where similar policies 
have been in place for a number of years. 
Remember, we’re playing catch up here. 
We need to align ourselves with the 
progressive regions of the world, but we 
simply don’t have the means or ability to 
set world speed records – particularly 
from the light vehicle fleet.  

While it’s clear that the government 
needs to go back and do a major 
overhaul of the Clean Car Standard, its 
sister policy, the Clean Car Discount, 
is certainly more workable.  This policy 
gives discounts of up to $8000 for buyers 
of EVs and imposes a penalty on those 
purchasing fuel thirsty vehicles.  
This sends a very clear message to 
consumers and therefore, with some 
minor tinkering, could be an effective 
incentive tool for reducing carbon 
emissions from our fleet.   
We’ve asked the government to work with 
us to come up with a policy that will work 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
It’s answered us by signalling that it is 
prepared to discuss this further.
So, I’m cautiously optimistic that we 
can come up with a plan that will put 
us on the right path to reducing carbon 
emissions from the light vehicle fleet. But 
to do this, we need good well-designed 
policies and regulation.  This issue is too 
important to risk getting wrong.
As we head into further discussions with 
government, our focus is on three key 
outcomes:
• Transport can and must do more to 

reduce the impact of greenhouse 
gas emissions in NZ.

• Business as usual (BAU) approach 
will not be enough, a carefully 
designed regulatory approach is 
required.

• The focus of the regulatory approach 
is to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from transport over time. 
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MTA, like other environmentally 
concerned Kiwis, is hoping 2019 may 
finally be the year that Tyrewise gets 

across the start line.
The regulatory stewardship scheme has 
had industry-wide support for several years, 
but it’s been on hold since 2015 after the 
National government failed to progress its 
introduction.
This month, the Government starts considering 
submissions on its proposed six “priority 
products” for regulatory stewardship under the 
Waste Minimisation Act.  They are:
• Tyres.
• Electrical and electronic products (e-

waste).
• Refrigerants and other synthetic green-

house gases.
• Agrichemicals and their containers.
• Farm plastics.
• Packaging (beverage packaging, single-

use plastic packaging).
It’s been a long drawn out and repetitive 
process to get to this point. This is the third 
round of consultation there’s been, so hopefully 
it’s third time lucky.

MTA is very supportive of any move to reduce 
waste and improve the safe disposal of all end-
of-life auto products – particularly tyres.  Ideally, 
we’d like to see bumpers, oil and fuel filters, car 
bodies, and everything else recycled or re-used.
The sector is quite prepared to pay the initial 

fees involved in regulated 
stewardship schemes. These fees 

are often recoverable from customers and 
cover the final, environmentally sustainable 
disposal of the product.  Regulation also means 
everyone plays by the same rules, unlike a 
voluntary scheme where the cost is borne by 
those doing good while others undercut their 
pricing through poor environmental practices.
We are hopeful, that because Tyrewise is so 
far advanced in its planning, and has total 
industry support, that it may be implemented 
very quickly.  With waste tyres mounting up 
by the millions each year, we can’t afford to 
wait any longer.”
The Government has given itself two years, 
until 2021, to finalise the details on each 
product group before introducing regulations.
MTA has made its submission, supporting the 
six priority products, and calling for urgency on 
introducing Tyrewise.
In the longer term, MTA would like to see 
a more holistic approach to auto sector 
stewardship schemes.   Instead of having 
separate levies for tyres, another for bumpers, 
oil filters, refrigerants and so on, there is an 
opportunity to look at whether they should all 
be covered by just one levy. Perhaps charged 
when the car crosses the border?  This would 
at least provide for backroom technology and 
systems that piggy-back off each other. 
At the very least, within the auto sector, we 
should use just one administrative system for 
the different auto-stewardship schemes. 

by Craig Pomare 
Chief executive, MTA
craig.pomare@mta.org.nz

WASTE NOT

The Government has given 
itself two years, until 2021, 
to finalise the details on 
each product group before 
introducing regulations.
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MARKETINGTALK

LEADS, TEST 
DRIVES AND 
SALES BY SOURCE  
AUGUST 2019 (VS JULY 2019)

In July we saw the volume of leads captured in NZ 
decrease by 3.2% from June 2019.  In August the 
number of leads rebounded to increase by 2.6% 

month-to-month.  
Unfortunately, the increases did not continue across the 
other KPI’s we track, with test drives decreasing by 0.3% 
and sales decreasing by 10.2% from July to August 2019.
Web – classified was again the most common source of 

leads – increasing by 4.7% from July to August.  Web – dealer 
remained the second most popular source of leads in NZ but 
decreased by 3.4%.  After a drop of almost 70% from June to 
July due to the end of Fieldays, the brand source rebounded to 
increase by 9.9% in August.
In August web classified was the most common source of test 

drives and increased by 5.1%.  Test drives arising from web – 
dealer leads decreased by 11.5% and test drives from direct 

leads decreased by 4.3% from July to August.
After a strong sales month, according to AutoPlay, stats for the 
month of July, August sales were slightly down with sales from 
web – classified leads down 4.2%, web – dealer down 6.8% and 
sales from repeat sources down 1.2% from July to August 2019.

Make sure to check back next month to see the top sources of 
leads, test drives and sales in September 2019. 

1

Top 3 Sources for Leads, Test Drives and Sales -  New Zealand Dealerships August 2019 (         vs July 2019)    

Repeat 1.2%

Web - Dealer 6.8%
Web - Classified 4.2%

SALES

Direct 4.3%

Web - Dealer 11.5%
Web - Classified 5.1%

TEST DRIVES

Brand 9.9%

Web - Dealer 3.4%
Web - Classified 4.7%

LEADS

Matt Darby works for AutoPlay which  
specialises in pre-sale lead management tools.  
To find out more about AutoPlay services  
email sales@autoplay.co.nz or visit  
www.autoplay.co.nz
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This month I’m giving new vehicle 
digital marketing a rest and will 
outline possible ways used car 

dealers can add value to their traditional 
trading model. 
For a number of months there has been 
heightened speculation on the impact 
the March  1, 2020 ESC regulations will 
have on used import volumes. There 
appear to be the two extremes of the 
dealer concern spectrum. 
One that forecasts a dramatic reduction 
in the available marketable stock and 
subsequent NZ sales volumes. The other 
extreme assumes that dealers reliant on 
used imports for their inventory will cope 
just fine. 
This latter view anticipates the ESC 
rule implementation can, and will be, 
competently handled by the majority of 
dealers when the new regulations come 
into effect.
Adding value to a normal used vehicle 
operation can uncover a number of 
business options to the traditional used 
stock and sales model.
A lead article in the September edition 
of Digital Dealer Magazine made for 
interesting reading, not only because it 
highlighted successful outcomes for a 
used car dealer but importantly how this 
dealer went about added value. Often it 
does not have to be all about a race to 
the bottom to join the common pack.
A number of used dealers when facing 
a major business challenge do innovate 
and transform the way they operate. 
This used dealer is a current example of 
how they do things differently.
The used vehicle dealer in question is 
Country Hill Motors, a locally owned, 
family-operated business founded in 1984 
and serves the greater Kansas City area. 
General manager and partner Danny 

Zaslavsky has been able to expand 
the business over the past 
decade to add new service 
lines, additional businesses and 
new locations. Priority is given 
to investment in leading-edge 
digital solutions and technology to 
generate leads and close sales. 
Today, the company has more than 50 
staff across three locations, including an 
offsite re-conditioning centre and a body 
shop.
Country Hill Motors base their operations 
around three pillars: Invest, innovate, and 
train. 
• Investment: Since 1984 the business 

has operated on a debt-free basis. It 
does not rely on a floor plan and only 
buy the inventory they want to buy. 
In recent years an increasing level of 
dealer investment has been directed 
to worthy community projects to 
assist the disadvantaged.

• Innovation: They often ask 
themselves, what is the plan to stay 
relevant? They work hard to build 
their brand to be bigger than just 
selling cars, through giving back to 
both community and consumers, 
aligning with the right vendors and 
investing in their team. 

• Training: One-on-one training is 
carried out for both the virtual and 
in-store sales processes. Sales 
managers, salespeople, internet sales 
co-ordinators and vehicle buying 
co-ordinators work to ensure skills 
and processes are all aligned to 
achieve synergy to solve common 
opportunities. 

• For digital marketing social media 
work is sourced to an outside 
agency. The agency defines the 
profile of the dealership's customers, 

connects with these customers 
and works to improve conversion 

rates. 
• Country Hill depend on third party 

vendors such as Autotrader and Cars.
com but they do not rely on them. 
In Danny’s words when you rely on 
a third-party vendor you essentially 
buy whatever they sell you and wait 
for the results, when you depend on 
them, that means you hold each other 
accountable and work as partners.

• The operation has high standards 
around what they buy, how they 
recondition it and the type of 
warranty applied. 

• Three calls for action have been 
created: Buy from us, sell to us and 
refer to us. Targeted public ads 
are created to source cars through 
referrals for their Vehicle Buying 
Centre (VBC).

• The dealership goal is to deliver a 
$5000 car, but with an equivalent 
$30,000 experience in both re-
conditioning and warranty.

• A used car certification programme 
is on offer even on the budget end 
of their inventory.

• Money is set aside for “policy work” 
or “make right” and the dealer does 
not argue with their customers, they 
solve their problems.

• Different is better than better, 
Country Hill say don’t just try to be 
better, but try to figure out a way 
to stand out from the pack in all 
aspects of your operation. 

ADDING VALUE TO 
A USED VEHICLE 
DEALERSHIP BUSINESS

by Peter Aitken 
peter@clearedge.co.nz
or 021 940 318
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Vinsen’s View
The monthly update from VIA chief executive David Vinsen

OCTOBER 2019

ADVANTAGE

A colleague recently asked me 
for my comments and opinions 
on likely developments in the 

transport sector, and most importantly 
how the motor vehicle industry will 
evolve. But I must admit that my crystal 
ball needs a good polish before I can 
make any predictions with confidence. 
I’ve been involved in the vehicle 
industry for well over 40 years, and have 
experience across a number of different 
roles: Motorcycle and car sales, finance 
and insurance, managing a branch of 
a family-owned group of dealerships, 
establishing an international e-commerce 
auction business for a Japanese 
multinational, and for the past 16 years 
running VIA. 
I was an office-holder of the old MVDI 
and its Fidelity Fund, and currently have 
appointments to the Government’s EV 
Leadership Group and as chair of ITS NZ. 
So, over the years I’ve been involved in 
or had exposure to most facets of the 
industry, and during that time I’ve tried 
to identify trends that will affect our 
businesses. 
In particular, I was able to successfully 
predict that there would be dramatic 
changes in the logistics services that the 
used vehicle import industry relies on. 
Going back 20 years or so, every 
individual importer had to take 
responsibility for all aspects of the vehicle 
import supply chain: Travelling to Japan, 
going to auction, appraising and buying 
stock, buying foreign exchange, arranging 
de-registration, inspections, insurance, 
shipping, Customs, GST, compliance, 
preparation and delivery. 
I predicted that there would be a 
consolidation of these functions, and 
that service providers would increasingly 

offer total end-to-end logistics services. 
And that all the importer would have 
to do would be to choose and buy the 
stock, and everything else would happen 
seamlessly: 
The vehicle would be delivered to the 
dealer’s yard, complied and prepared, 
ready for sale. And this is largely what 
has happened. 
As the logistics companies have 
developed their fully integrated services, 
they have squeezed all the inefficiencies 
out of the process, saving both time and 
money. 
They have become very efficient and very 
competitive, with the result that that there 
are now really only four main channels 
for importing used vehicles; the day of 
the independent importer doing it all for 
himself has largely gone. 
This was a relatively easy prediction to 
make, but when I’m now asked to look 
to the future, it’s a bit different. I’ve 
dragged out my old crystal ball, but it’s 
a bit murky, and the picture I’m seeing is 
not at all clear. 
I do know that we are facing a range of 
issues that are going to influence and 
affect the industry, but I’m not able to 
identify the resultant trends with any 
certainty. 
I agree with Yogi Berra, the famous 
Yankees baseball player and coach who 
was known for his homespun philosophy, 
when he said: 
“Predictions are always difficult, 
particularly about the future”.
Some of the changes we’re facing 
are the result of technological 
developments, such as EVs and 
intelligent transport, but I think that the 
industry and the public will just adapt 
and accept these changes. 

The issue that may have the greatest 
influence on our industry is the way 
people own and use vehicles, rather than 
the vehicles themselves. 
The external influences are likely to be 
driven by legislation as well as by social 
pressures and trends. 
In terms of legislation, there are a 
couple of significant government 
interventions that are going to affect 
vehicle import and sales businesses, 
and the public. 
The first is the implementation of the 
final stage of the ESC Rule on March 1 
next year. This will markedly limit the 
range of compliant vehicles available, 
so we’re expecting the numbers of 
used vehicles imported to be seriously 
reduced, initially by up to 50%.
Instead of importing 150,000 units, as 
we will this year, I’m predicting that our 
volumes could be down to as low as 
75,000 units next year. 
This will mean that logistics channels, 
importers and retailers will have to review 
their business models, to allow for such a 
severe reduction in volume. 
This will particularly impact on those 
businesses whose business models 
are based on high volumes of lower 
value vehicles, so we’re going to see a 
significant change in the selection and 
number of fresh used imports available 
for the public. Average prices are going 
to increase!   
So, my answer to the question about 
the future of the industry is, in a word, 
“change”. 
But I have no clear idea of the eventual 
outcome of the changes, when they 
might happen or what the tipping points 
might be. My crystal ball is murky on the 
detail. 

MY MURKY 
CRYSTAL BALL …
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Ron van Herpt
Group General Manager –  

Kiwi Car Loans and Credit One NZ

THE CAR DEALERS FINANCE BROKER

Website: www.kiwicarloans.co.nz  Phone: 0800 008 888  Fax: (09) 3550383

We are one of NZ’s largest 
car finance brokerage firms 

operating for the last 7 years!

We work with 17 
reputed lenders 

across NZ!

We work with 
over 600 dealers 
throughout NZ!

We operate across the south and north 
islands with reps nationally!

You will be rewarded 
with a generous 

introduction fee! 

We are open all 7 days 
of the week!

Tier 1 to tier 4 lending 
options available!

We now offer business 
manager relief packages

APPLICATIONS 
OPEN FOR 2020 MITO 
SCHOLARSHIPS
MITO is giving transport and 

logistics industry workers 
a chance to advance their 

careers through its national qualification 
scholarship scheme. 
Up to 60 scholarships are available 
across eight categories, totalling 
$68,000. 
Developed to assist aspiring and successful 
graduate learners to progress their skills 
and knowledge, the MITO scholarship 
programme contributes funding towards 
apprenticeships, training programmes and 
business management qualifications. 
Previous recipients have used 
their scholarships to help fund 
apprenticeships, graduate business 

diplomas, advanced technical 
programmes and management 
courses.
“Each year, MITO helps 
thousands of New Zealand 
learners gain the knowledge 
and skills they need to succeed 
in their careers, and our 
scholarship programme is a very 
important part of this,” MITO 
chief executive Janet Lane says.
Last year, MITO extended its 
scholarship programme to assist 
even more people into industry 
training.
There were a record number of 
applicants, “and the calibre was 

extremely high”, Lane says.  
*Go to mito.nz/scholarships for criteria 
and to apply. 
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Everyone has some sort of dreams 
and goals you would like to think. 
Believe it or not some do not. Maybe 

because of some past failure, or family and 
friends, although they mean well, tell you 
can’t do it or point out the risks involved 
and you settle for what you have got.
Achieving personal and professional 
goals, however, is a state of mind, 
preparedness and ability. 
They still require planning and action.
Learning how to manage time and to set 
realistic goals will increase your chance 
of success in every area of your life. I 
hope this article will help increase your 
productivity and help you achieve your 
dreams. At least getting you to start 
believing in yourself.
There are lots of data and information 
about goal setting and this article gets 
you started or re-started.
Research has consistently demonstrated 
that when clear goals are motivational 
and associated with learning, it occurs 
more easily and rapidly. With that in mind, 
let’s review three activities: 

1. Overcome procrastination.
2. Manage time effectively.
3. Setting goals

Overcome procrastination
We all procrastinate from time to time. 
Procrastination occurs when we avoid tasks 
that we find unpleasant. Even if we perform 
other work-related tasks instead of the ones 
we dislike, we are guilty of procrastination. 
Unfortunately, procrastination will hinder 
our long-term success. 
Mark Twain has a saying that applies to 
procrastination:
If the first thing you do each morning is 
to eat a live frog, you can go through the 
day with the satisfaction of knowing that 
that is probably the worst thing that is 
going to happen to you all day long!
The frog is anything that you do not 
want to do. Basically, you should 
complete your dreaded tasks first. 
Getting them out of the way will provide 
you with a sense of accomplishment 
and keep you from procrastinating. 
When you dislike a particular task, it 

is easy to procrastinate. 
Whether you spend 
time checking email or 
looking at Facebook, you 
are procrastinating. 
Always begin with the 
task that is the hardest and 
most significant, and you will 
be less tempted to procrastinate 
on other activities. 
Once you have identified your frogs and 
obstacles, the only answer is take action. 

Manage time effectively
Break tasks into small bites, prioritise and 
follow the time rules.
The 15 minute rule
Set a timer for 15 minutes and work on a 
task. You should stop working on the task 
when the time is up. You will be surprised 
by how many tasks you complete within 
the 15 minutes.
The one minute rule
I have talked about the one minute rule 
previously but let’s recap. Instead of 
putting something or a task off: Just do it 
(sorry Nike). You will feel great when you 
do.
Or take a five-minute break and 
do the one minute rule (if you are 
productive planned short breaks are not 
procrastination).
Setting goals
Goals should be inspiring, but that 
inspiration can fade in the reality of 
everyday life. In order to achieve your 
goals, it is important that you find ways to 
motivate yourself. 
You cannot constantly rely on external 
motivation. Implementing different 
methods of motivation such as 
remembering peak moments, writing 
down goals and  keeping score will help 
keep you stay focused and positive as 
you work towards your goals. 
Positive
When you are creating goals, remember 
to make sure that they are positive. This 
means that you focus on what you want 
to achieve rather than what you want to 
avoid. For example, you would write, “I 
will achieve my weight goal by this date.” 
Rather than, “I will try and lose weight by 

this date.” 
Staying focused on the positive will help 
improve your outlook and remove any 
negativity. This, in turn, will improve 
your chances for success. 
Reaching your goals will automatically 
help you avoid your present 
circumstances. When creating positive 
goals, remember to be as specific as 
possible. Focus on what you want.
“Stop worrying about what is happening 
and start doing something about it.”

Personal
If your goals are not personal, you 
will never achieve them. Making 
goals personal places the burden of 
responsibility on you, but it also means 
that other people do not determine when 
you reach your goals. 

Possible
Creating possible goals demands that 
you be honest with yourself and some 
goals may require continued education 
or experience to achieve while others will 
remain out of reach.
Begin by numerically ranking your goals 
and choosing the five goals that are the 
most important to you. 
Choose these goals based on your 
passions, and make sure that they cover 
all areas of your life: Professional, health, 
personal growth, finances, etc. All of your 
time and energy should be spent working 
towards these goals. 

Write down your goals
Knowing your goals is not enough to 
keep you motivated; you have to write 
them down. Writing down goals creates a 
visual reminder of where you are going. 

Research 
Well-formed outcomes.
Smart goals. 

Graham Taylor-Edwards 
managing director
Graham has been involved in 
automotive and customer service 
training for over 40 years. 
To contact Graham: 021 246 8885

GOAL SETTING AND 
GETTING THINGS DONE
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JAPANESE MARKET REPORT

Nissan and its former 
chairman Carlos 
Ghosn have agreed 

to pay US regulators millions 
to settle civil charges relating 
to the alleged hiding of 
compensation and benefits 
from investments.
Nissan will pay NZ$30 million, 
and Ghosn NZ$1.7m to settle 
the case over NZ$220m in 
undeclared earnings.
The Securities and Exchange 
Commission announced 
the settlement and also 

noted Ghosn. Ghosn is on 
bail in Japan on charges 
partially related to the 
issue. The 65-year-old, 
who led Nissan for two 
decades, was arrested by 
Japanese authorities in 
Tokyo last November. He has 
maintained he is innocent.
The first hearing in the trial 
has been set for April.
In a statement, Ghosn’s lawyers 
noted that he will be allowed 
to contest and deny the 
allegations in the criminal case 

in Japan, and he “fully intends 
to do so”.
It said: ‘Mr Ghosn and his 
defence team are now able 

to focus their efforts on 
continuing to vigorously fight 
the criminal case in Japan 
and pursue his claims against 
Nissan around the world.
Nissan noted that it had 
co-operated with the SEC 
investigation. It said it had 
taken actions to prevent 
problems from recurring, 
including setting up a new 
governance structure. The 
firm said it has amended all its 
affected financial reports. 

For the past seven years, 
Mitsubishi has built 
systems into its electric 

and plug-in hybrid that allow 
them to power homes in 
cases of emergency. AutoTalk 
checked out the system 
earlier this year at a Tokyo 
dealership with the DENDO 
Drive Station system.
Now they are expanding the 
system into emergency relief 
with the DENDO Community 
Support Program, which aims 
to create a system to quickly 

provide MMC plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles to local 
governments in affected 
areas. 
MMC aims to enter into 
disaster co-operation 
agreements with local 
governments throughout 
Japan by fiscal 2022. The 
purpose of the agreements 
is to eliminate time to 
confirm required information 
with local governments when 
disasters occur, and quickly 
to provide disaster-affected 

areas, evacuation zones, and 
other places with MMC.
When the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, Kumamoto 
Earthquake, 2018 West Japan 

Floods, Hokkaido Eastern 
Iburi Earthquake, and other 
disasters occurred, MMC 
worked together with affiliated 
dealers to lend Outlander 
PHEVs and i-MiEV electric 
vehicles to affected local 
governments at no cost. 
These vehicles were used 
to transport supplies and 
personnel, and to supply 

power to devices that require 
electricity, among other uses. 

TOYOTA GROWS SUBARU STAKE
Toyota has continued to 

grow its stake in smaller 
automaker Subaru, and 

set to hit 20%.
The investment comes a month 
after Toyota and Suzuki grew 
their investments in each other. 
It also has a stake in Mazda.
Shared stakes smooth the 
path for shared technology 
and vehicles, with the 
companies related to Toyota 
working particularly on self 

driving, electric cars and 
vehicle sharing.
“In this once-in-a-century 
period of profound 
transformation, by 
strengthening their bonds 
and aligning their capabilities, 
Toyota and Subaru aim ... to 
make ever-better cars,” Toyota 
said in a statement.
Subaru president Tomomi 
Nakamura is adamant that 
his company would remain 

independent for now.
“I can assure you that there 
was absolutely no talk of 
Subaru becoming a Toyota 

subsidiary ... either from our 
side or theirs,” Nakamura 
told reporters after the 
announcement. 

NISSAN AND GHOSN IN US PAYOUT

MITSUBISHI LENDS PHEVS 
TO ASSIST IN DISASTERS
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At Autosure we like to do the right 
thing by customers, our partners, 
our country and the world. That’s 

why we’re keen to support the growth in 
clean energy and why we’ve got in be-
hind electric vehicles in such a major way.

Part of the evolution
We like to be at the forefront of new 

technology, so that we can use our 
innovative business model to develop 
new products and services tailored to our 
dealers and their customers. That’s why 
we were quick to create a Mechanical 
Breakdown Insurance (MBI) policy 
designed specifically for electric vehicles 
in early 2017.

Since then we’ve continued to 
listen to and seen the change in the 
automobile New Zealand market. More 
and more manufacturers are getting on 
board with electric vehicles, delivering 
more models with longer ranges, faster 
charging times and lower prices. 

The New Zealand Government is 
supporting electric vehicles, with a range of 
initiatives. And globally a shift in consumer 
spending habits, along with a growing 
sense of environmental responsibility 
(especially among younger drivers), is 
sending electric vehicles mainstream.

That’s why we’ve now done away with 
the separate policy and incorporated an 
Electric Vehicle Package into our new 
Mechanical Breakdown Insurance policy 
released in May this year.

Providing a policy that covers 
electric vehicles is a great way of 
helping our dealer network sell more 
electric vehicles and enable them to 
give customers confidence for the road 
ahead. 

Our policy provides useful cover at a 
reasonable price, plus it covers all makes, 
models and types - Battery Electric Vehicles 
(BEV), eg, Nissan Leaf, Range-Extended 
Electric Vehicles (REEV), eg, BMW i3, 
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), eg, 
Mitsubishi Outlander and Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles (HEV), eg, Toyota Prius.

Electric vehicles have many great 
features that set them apart from 
traditional petrol vehicles, but they also 

have many features in common. 
And all of these can break 
down. So that’s why Mechanical 
Breakdown Insurance is a great 
protection for electric vehicle 
owners to have. 

Repairer network
As New Zealand’s largest used car 

warranty provider, we feel we have the 
responsibility to help build a repairer 
infrastructure to provide back-up for 
our policies and peace of mind for our 
dealers and their customers. 

So we moved quickly in 2017 to create 
a specific list of electric vehicle repairers. 
We have more than 4500 repairers on 
our database and thoroughly assess 
each repairer in terms of training, safety 
and tools before recognising them as 
Autosure Approved Repairers. 

Those on our specialist list have 
taken the time to complete safety and/
or knowledge courses on electric 
vehicles and we’re expanding the list as 
demand increases, so we’re confident in 
our strength to support electric vehicle 
policyholders from Kaitaia to Invercargill.

The future
Electric vehicles may look 

pretty much like any other car from the 
outside, but it’s a different story under the 
bonnet. However, with proper training 
and processes repairs can be done safely, 
efficiently and often with the repairer 
staying a lot cleaner.

No matter how fast technology is 

changing, at Autosure our focus is the 
customer. Our policies are designed 
to protect vehicle owners, providing 
peace of mind that they’ll get sorted 
if something happens – whether their 
vehicle is powered by petrol, diesel, 
electricity or the sun.

 And whatever vehicles dealers are 
selling today (and tomorrow) they can 
rely on Autosure having a product and 
service offering to support it.

If you would like to find out more 
about our protection products for electric 
vehicles, contact us on 0800 267 873, 
or talk to your local Autosure account 
manager who will be happy to help. 

James Searle 
is general manager of 
DPL Insurance Limited

AUTOSURE’S SUPPORT 
FOR EVS

Autosure Mechanical Breakdown Insurance  
Average Repair Costs - Electric Vehicles (EV)

Average repair costs based on claims in 2018, are for illustrative purposes only and can vary depending on car make/model. Not all components are covered by all policies.
Please refer to our policy wording for confirmation of covered components and limits. Any mechanical breakdown claims are subject to the terms and conditions of the policy.

Avoid Expensive Repair Bills on Electric Vehicles

Autosure MBI - 112018

Suspension 

$1,000

Central Locking 

$1,250
Air Conditioning

$1,950

Charger Connector

$1,300+

Power Steering

$3,500
Brake Callipers

$470

Anti-lock Brakes

$1,070

Electric Windows

$550

Drive Shaft

$800
Power Break Booster

$2,400+

Computer/Wiring

$2,500

Battery Modulator

$1,000+

Lithium-ion Battery

$10,000+

Power Delivery Module

$3,000 - $20,000
Charger/Converter

$1,700 - $4,900+
Inverter

$1,500 - $6,800+

Electric Motor

$1,500 - $7,900+
Reduction Drive

$1,300 - $7,800+

Parking Break Actuator

$1,100+
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Electric Vehicles
We’ve got them covered!

Autosure Mechanical Breakdown Insurance

BEV

Battery
Electric Vehicles
e.g. Nissan Leaf

REEV

Range-Extended
Electric Vehicles

e.g. BMW i3

PHEV

Plug-in Hybrid
Electric Vehicles

e.g. Mitsubishi Outlander

HEV

Hybrid
Electric Vehicles
e.g. Toyota Prius

• Comprehensive protection   •  At a reasonable price 
• For all makes, models and types of electric vehicles.

http://www.autosure.co.nz
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There are four main steps to dealing with customer’s 
concerns (handling complaints):

• Listen to your customer's 
concerns. This is the first 
thing that is required, just 
listen, don’t interrupt, and let 
them advise you what they 
see is the issue.

• Empathise, repeat back to 
them what has been said and 
if necessary apologise for the 
situation.

• Offer to work through and 
find a mutual solution.

• Follow-up and thank your 
customer for their business and tell them that they are 
valued.

• This month I will be talking about how to “empathise and 
find a mutual solution” as well as “follow up and thanking 
your customer”.

Empathise and find a mutual solution
• Once the customer has aired their concern (or grievance), 

you should immediately confirm that you understand 
where they are coming from and if necessary give a 
sincere apology.

Any number of factors could have contributed to the issue, 
and you might not be at fault. However, you need to take 
responsibility for the reason they have a concern. Sometimes, 
an apology is all it takes to pacify an angry customer.
• Customers never want to hear excuses.
However, you are fully entitled to briefly explain and apologise 
if they didn't receive the standard of service they expected. 
This should take place after you've listened to their concern or 
complaint.
• Sometimes a concern or complaint will be followed by a 

request for some form of compensation. For our industry, 
make sure you fully understand the correct process 
relating to your customer’s rights.

Skill yourself up regarding the Consumer Guarantees Act, Fair 
Trading Act, and when offering finance and insurance, the 
CCCFA and Responsible Lending Code.
Some customers often haven't planned beyond expressing their 
concerns or making their initial complaint. In these cases, ask 
the customer for their desired outcome. This makes them feel 
both involved and valued.
Every business should have a contingency plan in place for 
working through your customer concerns and finding a solution 

DEALING WITH 
CUSTOMER 
CONCERNS

by Jaques Grey 
Provident Insurance
national sales manager

FOLLOWING ON FROM LAST 
MONTH’S ARTICLE.

Continued on page 39
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INDUSTRYTALK

that provides for a good customer 
outcome.
Useful tips for dealing with customer 
concerns:
• Try to remain calm when dealing 

with a concern or complaint - even 
if the customer becomes irate or 
confrontational.

Your ultimate aim is to turn their negative 
experience into a positive one, but 
arguing back will only make the situation 
worse.
• A concern or complaint should 

always be resolved as quickly as 
possible.

The aim is to make the customer feel as 
though their problem is being treated as 
a priority, without being rushed.
• Keep comprehensive records of all 

customer concerns that escalate to 
complaints, from the initial problem 
to the eventual solution.

Best practice is to retain a complaints 
register, were you can then periodically 
assess these records, identifying any 
common concerns or complaints, 

and take steps to improve company 
processes.
• All customer-facing staff members 

should be trained to deal with 
concerns and hopefully resolve 
them before they escalate to a full-
blown complaint.

As I mentioned previously, if possible give 
your employees some authority to resolve 
any issue or concern. A small gesture may 
be all it takes to resolve things. Forcing your 
customer to wait for a manager may make 
a bad situation worse.

Follow-up and thanking your customer
• Confirm things in writing
It is important to provide your customer 
with written communication, to both 
reinforce that their concern has been 
dealt with, and also to correctly disclose 
the information that you wish them to 
understand, and the agreed resolution. 
Please remember that in this 
communication you should firstly thank 
them for being a valued customer. 
Secondly, if required, refer them to 
management if they are still dissatisfied 
with the outcome or solution that is being 

offered. 
Lastly, your business may also require 
that you refer the customer to an 
independent external referee, for a 
review of their concern or complaint.
• Regain or retain a customer’s 

loyalty
It is always best to work through a 
solution quickly before it escalates 
outside your control. Even if you feel 
you have to give more than is required 
to make a customer feel valued, this will 
help to regain or retain their loyalty. 
If you wish to retain you customer’s 
loyalty remember that in the future, they 
may not remember what you said, or what 
you even did, but they will remember how 
you made they feel.
If they didn’t feel valued, they will never 
be a repeat customer. 
A good customer outcome and experience 
is what builds customer loyalty. Even if you 
didn’t get it right the first time, and you had 
to deal with a concern or a complaint, if 
you listened to their concerns and acted in 
a way which made them feel valued, you 
should have them as a customer for life. 

Continued from page 38
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The former owner of Buy Right Cars is adamant he does not want the business back.Brandon Orlandini sold the eight-yard business to Turners in 2016, part of Turners’ expansion into a more retail fo-cused business. Earlier this year Turners dropped the Buy Right Cars brand and replaced it with its own.The deal was for a notional sum of $15.3 million plus inventory, which included $22m in vehicles. Orlandini, through his company Turnover Limit-ed, received $7.5m in cash and $2m in stock, with the rest to be paid out under 

the earn-out deal.
That earn-out deal is now at the heart of legal proceedings, with a case set down for the High Court next year. It focuses on his claims that Turners forced him out of the business, and ran it in a way that was against the earn-out deal in the sales agreement. For its part, Turners is steadfast that it has done nothing wrong.In court, Justice Anne Hinton asked Orlandini’s lawyer Don MacRae if Or-landini was worried about the business-es assets being stripped, or just about 

Buy Right deal ends up in High Court

Continued on page 12

Continued on page 12

The board of VIA is making progress on funding and its budgets - though is likely to need an extension to the time-frame it was given at the recent AGM.At the meeting, the board was given two months to present a bal-anced budget and funding options to the membership. It is looking to stave off insolvency - caused by a loss of revenue channels and deficit budgets.
North Island chair Graeme Macdonald 

says work has pro-
gressed, though not as fast as they would have hoped.“We are in the final process of finalising the working group that will be drawn from leaders of the indus-try,” Macdonald says.

That working group will be led by South Island chair Nick Owens, who has a background in accounting.“We are hoping to have that under way in the next couple of weeks,” Macdonald says, suggesting the group’s makeup will likely be con-

VIA likely to 
need budget 
extension

Graeme  
Macdonald
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A
ssociate transport minister Julie 

Anne Genter pitched her Clean 

Car schemes to a friendly 

audience at EVworld in Auckland 

last week – a sharp contrast 

to the audience she pitched 

the plan to in mid-July at VIA’s 

annual mid-winter dinner.

The scheme is made up of 

a Clean Car discount, which 

has found tacit support, and 

a Clean Car standard which 

has been criticised by the automotive 

trade as unrealistic, and environmental 

advocates as not harsh enough. See the 

details section further down this story 

for more on how the systems work.

Arriving at the ASB Showgrounds 

from Auckland Airport in a Tesla, Genter 

says New Zealand is being offered less 

fuel-efficient vehicles of some mod-

els, so the country needs an emissions 

standard in place.

Talking about Kiwis’ love affair 

with utes and SUVs, Genter says more 

fuel-efficient versions are coming, 

including electrics and other low to 

zero-emission fuel varieties.

Genter told the audience fuel emis-

sion standards are designed for flexibility 

for a range of vehicles. A vehicle 

importer could offset larger more 

polluting vehicles by selling small 

more efficient cars, she says.

Genter adds the proposal 

needs to ensure social equity so 

that low income people are not 

disadvantaged. By bringing in 

more efficient vehicles most low 

income households would have 

better access to them, she believes.

She also talked about the road user 

charge (RUC) EV exemption expiring in 

2021 when a feebate scheme is expect-

ed to start, but indicated the possibility 

some other help with EV costs may 

come as RUC will likely apply to all 

vehicles at some stage to pay for road 

works mostly met from fuel taxes now.

She says the Government is examin-

ing options for EV uptake but that public 

consultation is important.

The audience at EVworld was likely 

to be far more accepting of the plan 

than the one she faced at the VIA dinner 
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Genter on hard-sell mission 

over Clean Car plans

Continued on page 4

Julie Ann Genter

Rough month 

for biggest 

import dealer

2 
Cheap Cars’ controversial 

history got even deeper 

over the last month with its 

massive fine from the Commerce 

Commission.

One of the largest levied against 

a dealer ever, the $438,000 penalty 

followed actions Judge Robert 

Ronayne called "deliberately mis-

leading".

The fines are specifically for 

its use of ‘warranty waiver’ docu-

ments and for its ‘liquidation sale’ 

and ‘84% off’ advertising claims.

The dealer had previously 

pleaded guilty to 10 charges under 

the Fair Trading Act 1986 following 

a commission investigation starting 

November 2017.

Ronayne said in the Auckland 

District Court the company made 

annual profits of more than $3 

million and the court’s response 

‘should not amount to what might 

be considered a mere licensing 

fee or cost of doing business’.

Between January 1, 2014 and 

December 31, 2017, 2 Cheap Cars 

asked buyers to sign a ‘warranty 

waiver’ document if they chose 

Continued on page 27
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THE NEXT STEP FOR 
‘SKODA’ NEW ZEALAND

With a new GM at the helm 
and the launch of an all-new 
hatchback aptly named Scala 

(meaning step or ladder), Skoda New 
Zealand is embarking on its next chapter.
Having 36 years of experience within the 
automotive industry and much of it with 
the Giltrap Group, Rodney Gillard is a 
familiar name.
He officially joined Skoda New Zealand 
at the start of September and is eager to 
lead the brand.
“I’m looking forward to it. You feel like it’s 
a nice niche small brand that’s got a lot 
of opportunity, I’m really excited,” Gillard 
says. “It’s going to take a team effort, I’m 
certainly going to have an influence, but 
I’m very much team orientated, so my 
team will be part of the growth and so will 
the dealer network.
“The brand really attracts me, because 
Skoda is very similar to the NZ psyche, 
it’s the ‘can-do’ attitude, it’s punching 
above its weight where it can and Skoda 
brings a real opportunity to NZ, with 
its European quality and affordable 
motoring.
“I think Skoda has shown its piece, 
the challenge for us is getting on the 
shopping list with everybody. New 
products like Scala are very important. It’s 
a new brand, it’s a singular name, it’s new 
to the industry, it’s new to Skoda and it 
also brings in a new opportunity to push 
that Skoda name.”
Gillard is keen to use his experience 

with dealerships over the last 25 years 
to improve Skoda’s position.
“It’s very important to engage with them, 
the attitude and the state of mind. How 
you keep that really strong is to build a 
very close relationship, continue with 
training, continue with the communication 
and sometimes, when we get presented 
with product opportunities at the 
factories, engage with the dealers to see 
what is happening at ground level and 
get their feedback.
“So when we look at products or model 
specs, they can be part of that story 
– I’ll take engagement with dealers to 
another level.”
The all-new Scala is essentially 
replacing the Rapid and slots perfectly 
into the hatchback AO segment of the 
market. Based on the MQB platform, 
the Scala is longer, wider and taller than 
the Rapid and embraces much of the 
brand’s new design and technology 
direction while maintaining its “Simply 
Clever” philosophy.
It’s their first model to have Skoda 

lettering across the elongated glass 
tailgate (rather than the logo), it has LED 
lighting front and rear, dynamic rear 
indicators (model dependent),  
It’s lighter, thanks to the use of high 
strength-steel and very aerodynamic 
with a 0.29cd. The overall design is 
sleek and sharp with a wide Skoda 
butterfly grille upfront and crystalline 
characteristics throughout.
The interior is modern and very 
well connected. It features the third 
generation MIB3 infotainment system 
on a well-positioned and non-recessed 
colour touchscreen (6.5 and 8-inch). 
There are four Type-C ports on offer, two 
front, two rear.
The suite of driver’s aids and safety 
measures includes nine airbags, Side 
Assist (that works at longer distance 
than Blind Spot Detect in current 
ŠKODA models), Crew Protect Assist, 
Rear Traffic Alert, Adaptive Cruise 
Control (up to 210 km/h) and Park 
Assist, with Front Assist with Pedestrian 
Monitor and Lane Assist as standard 
across the range.
The interior is well-appointed and 
uncluttered, with soft-touch finishes 
throughout. It’s spacious and roomy with 
plenty of head and legroom front and 
rear, a class-leading 467-litre boot (that 
extends to 1420-litres) and an additional 
26 litres of cubby holes, drink bottle 
storage. The “Simply Clever” theme has 
been extended to include nets below 
the parcel shelf, tyre-depth gauges on 

Continued on page 42
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the ice-scraper and even a funnel on the 
window-washer refill.
The Scala comes in three models. 
Ambition, (yet to arrive) with a 
3-cylinder 1-litre TSi, 85kW and 7-speed 
at $29,990; Sport, with a 4-cylinder 
1.5-litre TSi, 110kW and 7-Speed, 
$34,990; and the top of the line Style 
with the same powertrain as the Sport 
at $38,990. 
WLTP numbers range from 5.3 litres per 
100km, to 5.7 litres per 100km powertrain 
dependent, with reported 0-100km times 
of 9.8s and 8.2s respectively.
We took both the Sport and Style 
on independent tests in the greater 
Auckland area and I have to say I was 
impressed. The powertrain is responsive 
and the handling is precise, it feels nimble 
as a hatchback should yet offers plenty of 

room to be very practical. 
The additional equipment 
and finishing in the Style is 
noticeable but the Sport is no 
slouch by any means. On the 
motorway the Scala has a stoic 
feel about it while heading out 
towards Maraitai it held strong 
poise on the twisting turns and 
hill climbs.
The seats offer up great 
support, there’s a nice weight 
to the steering and the active 
damping when Sport mode is applied in 
the Style model gives a firm but not bone-
shaking ride.
Last year’s sales for the Rapid were the 
best so far, with 82 vehicles moved. 
Predictions for the Scala are to essentially 
double the number and currently the 
“gut-feel” is that the Sport will be the 

slightly more dominant model.
It’s already attracted large fleet 
purchases and this is an area that will 
continue to be explored, but as Gillard 
pointed out at the onset, it’s his wish to 
be on the shopping list for all.
With Gillard’s new approach and the 
all-new Scala, it’s fair to say, Skoda NZ is 
taking a big step forward. 

Continued from page 41

Skoda has singled out New Zealand 
as a potential “pilot country” for 
electric vehicles, according to the 

brand’s local boss.
General manager Rodney Gillard 
confirmed the move by Skoda’s head 
office management at the launch of the 
petrol-powered Scala this week. He 
notes it is unclear yet what it means for 
the arrival of electric vehicles here.
“Skoda has an electrical range 
called the iV, we had the Skoda 
representatives here from Prague 
only a few weeks ago, and they talked 
about electric,” Gillard says. 
“It is a real challenge for them to give 
us that product because of the pressure 
of the Euro market and the pressure of 
getting that volume through.
“But in saying that, they have already 

singled our country out as a “pilot 
country,” he explains. “What that means 
and where it stands is to be seen, but 
we have definitely been highlighted.
“They look at NZ and the Czech 
Republic as a similar culture and a 
similar market with the renewable 
energy. We don’t have an answer now if 
I was to put a number on it, two to three 
years, what does that mean? Two to 
three years we get the product or two 
to three years they’ll give us an answer.”
Skoda’s electrification plans include the 
release in 2021 of a BEV SUV, similar in 
size to the current Kodiaq with seven 
seats, and a “halo” model electric coupe 
will join the range – potentially sooner 
for the SUV.
The BEVs will use an 82kWh battery and 
be all-wheel drive via separate front and 

rear engine. Skoda is predicting a range 
of 500km, with DC charging capability of 
at least 100kW.
As part of the Volkswagen Group, 
Skoda can leverage off its parent’s 
developments for its I.D. series of 
electric cars.
Skoda has shown several electrified 
concepts, including the VisionS and 
VisioniV. 

SKODA SINGLES OUT NZ FOR EVS
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BMW New Zealand managing 
director Karol Abrasowicz-Madej 
has set his team the job of getting 

the brand back to number one in the 
luxury market.
He made making the commitment in 
front of media at an event recently – 
marking the commencement of its work 
with local PR outfit Pead PR.
“We do have plans to reclaim market 
share and regain our place as the 
number one provider of luxury vehicles 
in New Zealand,” Abrasowicz-Madej told 
journalists.

“We acknowledge that the market 
situation is challenging and tough,” he 
noted. However, the BMW Group is in a 
great position, locally and globally.”
Abrasowicz-Madej noted the brand and 
its dealers are in the process of investing 
$82 million in updated and new dealer 
facilities.
He highlighted the newly opened 
Auckland City BMW at Botany, soon to 
be opened Continental Cars BMW in 
Glenfield and an updated dealership likely 
to open in Christchurch next March.
Of the Botany facility, Abrasowicz-Madej 
explained an investment of $20 million 
had been made.
“We believe it [Botany] has a huge 
untapped market potential we can 
capitalise on.”

He enthused about the Glenfield facility, 
one of the largest of its kind in New 
Zealand.
“This will be the biggest and most 
impressive dealership Kiwis have ever 
seen.”
He also announced updates for Tauranga, 
Hastings and Wellington.
The investment takes the number of 
BMW dealerships around the country to 
10, and the number of Mini Garages to six.
He says the brand remains committed 
to electrification and had now sold 400 
plug-in vehicles. He also noted the brand 
supports the Clean Car feebate and 
standards proposals.
“This change has caused some concern 
in the wider automotive industry, but 
BMW NZ is broadly supportive.”

BMW luxury showcase
With their new PR machine at the helm, 

BMW wasted no time in getting us into 
the thick of what the apex of the brand 
is all about, with an invite to experience 
their Luxury Showcase. 

An event targeting the upper, pointy end of 
the BMW’s audience, the Luxury Showcase 
is an event developed to enliven the 
senses, all of them. From sight and sound 
to touch, scent and taste, it’s an experience 
that’s been designed to impress.

BMW NZ BOSS SETS 
MISSION: NUMBER ONE

Continued on page 44

“This will be the biggest 
and most impressive 
dealership Kiwis have ever 
seen.”

With their new PR machine 
at the helm, BMW wasted 
no time in getting us into 
the thick of what the apex 
of the brand is all about, 
with an invite to experience 
their Luxury Showcase. 
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“Today is an example of BMW’s brand 
experience that we are providing to our 
customers,” Karol Abramowicz-Madej 
MD, BMW New Zealand says. 
“The experience we want you to enjoy 
today echoes the aspirational positioning 
of the seven and eight series, our 
luxurious flagships. 

"Beginning at this award-winning private 
house, we invite you to experience 
exceptional food from our brand 
ambassador and friend Josh Emett, fine 
wine and champagne from Moet Hennessy, 
have a private audience with a string 
Octet from the NZ Philharmonic and watch 
renowned artist Holly Schroder work her 
magic on the canvas - plus of course, a 
countryside drive experiencing the entire 
seven and eight range.

 “Everything that we do is to inspire our 
customers and we are passionate about 
enriching the lives of BMW drivers. 
"We want to challenge the status quo and 
find a way to do things differently, greater, 
faster and eventually bigger. So every 
moment spent with BMW group products 
is supposed to be unique and steered 
with passion,” Abrasowicz-Madej says. 
“Driving a BMW is supposed to be a 
luxurious experience, so everything you 
see today will embody that, from the 
surroundings, the food and drink. 
“These cars are the pinnacle of our 
luxury brand, from the external design 
to the interior touches, everything has 
been carefully crafted and designed with 
exclusive touches to reflect our position. I 
feel that you will be impressed with what 
you will experience today.”
And impressed we were. The overall 
ambience was sublime, each and every 
detail had been well thought out and 
chosen to stand out. From the greeting 
to ultimate chauffeur-driven departure 
home, you couldn’t help but feel so very 
special. 
And the BMW line-up of luxury vehicles, 
moving from the ultra-sporty M5 
Competition, through the X7 and 8-Series 
to the “smooth as silk” new 7-Series was 
an experience all by itself. 

“We do have plans to 
reclaim market share and 
regain our place as the 
number one provider of 
luxury vehicles in New 
Zealand,” Abrasowicz-
Madej told journalists.

Continued from page 43
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STATSTALK
Used Vehicles

TOP 10 USED IMPORT COMMERCIAL MODELS

MAKE MODEL SEP '19 MAKE MODEL SEP '18

TOYOTA HIACE 313 TOYOTA HIACE 366

NISSAN NV200 62 NISSAN CARAVAN 56

NISSAN CARAVAN 58 MAZDA BONGO 52

NISSAN NV350 49 TOYOTA REGIUS 51

TOYOTA DYNA 32 NISSAN NV350 37

ISUZU ELF 31 ISUZU ELF 36

NISSAN VANETTE 31 NISSAN VANETTE 35

MAZDA BONGO 30 TOYOTA DYNA 32

HINO DUTRO 29 NISSAN NV200 25

TOYOTA TOYOACE 24 HINO DUTRO 22

USED IMPORT COMMERCIAL MAKES

MAKE SEP '19 SEP '18 Movement % Change
Mkt 
Share

TOYOTA 410 489 -16.2 45.5

NISSAN 233 187 24.6 25.8

ISUZU 43 61  Up 1 -29.5 4.8

HINO 42 37  Up 1 13.5 4.7

MAZDA 37 62  Down 2 -40.3 4.1

MITSUBISHI 30 36 -16.7 3.3

FORD 25 31 -19.4 2.8

HOLDEN 12 16  Up 1 -25.0 1.3

VOLKSWAGEN 12 6  Up 4 100.0 1.3

SUZUKI 9 14 -35.7 1.0

OTHER 49 72 -31.9 5.4

TOTAL 902 1011 -10.8 100.0

www.nichibojapan.com

The new app from Nichibo 
Buy anywhere, any time.

Importing Cars. Made Easy.

Your trusted  
vehicle import 

agent
For more than 30 years

20 TOP USED IMPORT PASSENGER MAKES

MAKE
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18 Movement

% 
Change

Market 
Share

TOYOTA 2705 2423 11.6 23.3

NISSAN 2270 2318 -2.1 19.5

MAZDA 1871 1990 -6.0 16.1

HONDA 1313 1215 8.1 11.3

SUBARU 707 636 11.2 6.1

SUZUKI 531 613 -13.4 4.6

MITSUBISHI 500 478 4.6 4.3

BMW 418 456 -8.3 3.6

VOLKSWAGEN 384 382 0.5 3.3

AUDI 202 220 -8.2 1.7

LEXUS 120 87  Up 2 37.9 1.0

MERCEDES-BENZ 120 179  Down 1 -33.0 1.0

VOLVO 65 65  Up 1 0.0 0.6

FORD 62 87  Down 2 -28.7 0.5

LAND ROVER 49 33  Up 3 48.5 0.4

HOLDEN 42 34  Up 1 23.5 0.4

CHEVROLET 29 50  Down 2 -42.0 0.2

HYUNDAI 26 18  Up 5 44.4 0.2

JEEP 26 24  Up 1 8.3 0.2

JAGUAR 25 42  Down 4 -40.5 0.2

OTHER 165 183 -9.8 1.4

TOTAL 11630 11533 0.8 100.0

IMPORT MARKET 
UP, BUT ONLY JUST
The market for used 

import cars rose slightly 
on September last year, 

though in context it could be 
seen as barely a win.
Passenger registrations were 
up 0.8% on September last 
year to 11,630 - though this 
time last year deliveries were 
being hit by stink bug ship 
delays. 

For the year the passenger 
market remains 7% adrift of 
2018 on 105,625 units. 
The most popular passenger 
car brand for the month was 
Toyota on 2705 units, up 11.6% 
for a 23.3% market share.
Nissan was second on 2270, 
down 2.1% for a 19.5% share 
of sales, followed by Mazda 
on 1871, down 6% for a 16.1% 

share.
The Mazda Axela again 
topped the market, with 608 
units, down 20 on a year ago.
The Honda Fit was second 
on 571 vehicles, followed by 
the Suzuki Swift on 458 and 
Nissan Tiida on 409.

The most popular hybrid 
was the Prius on 393, top 
EV the Leaf on 305, top SUV 
the Mitsubishi Outlander on 
282, top large car the Subaru 

Continued on page 46
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Get in contact today Ph - 0800 367 233

Fast Loan Approvals, Personal Service
& Flexible Repayments.  
Our personal service & flexibility sets us apart. 

Get in contact today
0800 367 233  

Fast Loan Approvals
Flexible Repayments
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USED IMPORT COMMERCIAL MAKES – YEAR-TO-DATE 2019
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19-Jan 19 1 30 58 35 19 39 40 35 206 399 6 50 937
18-Jan 13 8 35 45 26 22 57 78 36 210 441 3 50 1024
% diff 46 -88 -14 29 35 -14 -32 -49 -3 -2 -10 100 0 -8

19-Feb 22 9 24 48 45 13 42 61 29 213 437 9 48 1000
18-Feb 19 3 15 48 49 16 47 41 41 203 407 8 51 948

% diff 16 200 60 0 -8 -19 -11 49 -29 5 7 13 -6 5
19-Mar 12 6 15 36 38 14 45 50 20 218 499 10 46 1009
18-Mar 21 6 7 39 30 20 48 75 39 229 399 3 59 975

% diff -43 0 114 -8 27 -30 -6 -33 -49 -5 25 233 -22 3
19-Apr 11 1 10 34 34 18 37 44 25 209 381 3 41 848
18-Apr 13 3 4 38 30 11 54 35 22 174 389 5 50 828
% diff -15 -67 150 -11 13 64 -31 26 14 20 -2 -40 -18 2

19-May 13 3 6 40 38 18 51 26 36 218 446 5 40 940
18-May 24 11 5 41 46 29 79 65 41 223 494 7 41 1106

% diff -46 -73 20 -2 -17 -38 -35 -60 -12 -2 -10 -29 -2 -15
19-Jun 11 5 13 28 31 10 42 36 32 213 392 6 39 858
18-Jun 20 4 20 39 33 13 53 65 33 201 453 6 59 999
% diff -45 25 -35 -28 -6 -23 -21 -45 -3 6 -13 0 -34 -14
19-Jul 11 7 5 39 42 14 49 26 28 224 460 7 52 964
18-Jul 15 7 47 39 24 19 58 65 34 240 477 0 57 1082
% diff -27 0 -89 0 75 -26 -16 -60 -18 -7 -4 -9 -11

19-Aug 16 5 4 35 31 14 42 60 37 212 421 13 46 936
18-Aug 21 5 7 37 38 29 64 56 36 252 603 6 70 1224

% diff -24 0 -43 -5 -18 -52 -34 7 3 -16 -30 117 -34 -24
19-Sep 7 2 4 25 42 12 43 37 30 233 410 12 45 902
18-Sep 17 7 9 31 37 16 61 62 36 187 489 6 53 1011
% diff -59 -71 -56 -19 14 -25 -30 -40 -17 25 -16 100 -15 -11

YTD 19 122 39 111 343 336 132 390 380 272 1946 3845 71 407 8394
YTD 18 148 47 102 318 289 156 463 477 284 1679 3675 44 433 8115

%diff -18 -17 9 8 16 -15 -16 -20 -4 16 5 61 -6 3

AROUND THE COUNTRY 
PASSENGER REGISTRATIONS

DIST
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18

% 
CHANGE

WHA 234 224 4.46

AUC 5491 5373 2.20

HAM 842 770 9.35

THA 93 123 -24.39

TAU 414 449 -7.80

ROT 155 184 -15.76

GIS 73 78 -6.41

NAP 257 237 8.44

NEW 169 167 1.20

WAN 108 100 8.00

PAL 308 353 -12.75

MAS 85 60 41.67

WEL 887 836 6.10

NEL 245 244 0.41

BLE 50 55 -9.09

GRE 42 33 27.27

WES 2 6 -66.67

CHR 1483 1583 -6.32

TIM 88 97 -9.28

OAM 18 19 -5.26

DUN 392 347 12.97

INV 194 195 -0.51

TOTAL 11630 11533 0.84

Legacy on 249, top Euro the 
Volkswagen Golf on 242 and 
top MPV the Toyota Wish on 
241.
Commercial registrations 
continued the freefall seen 
over the last three months, 
down 10.8% to 902 units 
from 1011 this time last year. 
Toyota was the top brand on 
410, down 16.2% for a 45.5% 
share.
Nissan was second on 233, 
up 24.6% for a 25.8% stake, 

followed by Isuzu, down 
29.5% to 43 trucks and buses.
The Toyota Hiace topped the 
model charts on 313 vehicles, 
followed by the Nissan 
NV200 on 62 and Nissan 
Caravan on 58.
In Devonport, used car 
dealership Rockstar Cars 
had “quite a recovery” over 
September, owner Jonno 
Leonard says.
“We definitely pulled an 
upswing. People are coming 
out of hibernation and we’re a 
bit more optimistic.”
Leonard says people have 
been holding back in the 
general market.
“Ultimately, if people have 
made a decision to make a 
purchase like a vehicle, they 
will do it at some point.”
He says purchasing cars is 

more consumer-led than 
what dealers are doing in the 
industry.
“The pressure built up of 
people not buying anything 
over winter, but summer is 
coming,” Leonard says.
“There definitely has been 
a downward direction, 
and we’ve all collectively 
had to meet that market 
expectation. That’s what it’s 
worth now, so let’s make sure 
we price it competitively.
“If the price is right, then there 
are people buying cars that 
weren’t a month or two ago.”
Leonard says he is hoping for 
October and November to be 
strong months, and already in 
the early days of October has 
had deals knocking around.
At Rockstar Cars, there 
is a stronger demand for 

European products.
“Potentially because of our 
location – North Shore people 
like a good Euro,” Leonard 
says.
SUVs are still the standout 
and most popular choice, and 
Leonard says that’s not going 
anywhere.
“They’ve taken all the market 
share,” he says. “Others that 
are popular are sporty sedans, 
hatchbacks like the Golf and 
Axela and mid-sized SUVs like 
the Outlander.”
Jap Imports Ltd dealer 
principal Zab Dost says this 
month was very good for 
sales.
“We had a lot more sales this 
month,” Dost says. “We have 
started focusing on Facebook 
marketplace, and it’s been 

Continued on page 47
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20 TOP USED IMPORT PASSENGER MODELS

MAKE MODEL
SEP 
'19 MAKE MODEL

SEP 
'18

MAZDA AXELA 608 MAZDA AXELA 628

HONDA FIT 571 NISSAN TIIDA 584

SUZUKI SWIFT 458 SUZUKI SWIFT 540

NISSAN TIIDA 409 MAZDA DEMIO 500

TOYOTA PRIUS 393 HONDA FIT 468

MAZDA DEMIO 385 TOYOTA PRIUS 354

TOYOTA AQUA 368 NISSAN LEAF 299

TOYOTA COROLLA 338 SUBARU LEGACY 284

NISSAN LEAF 305 TOYOTA COROLLA 282

MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 282 TOYOTA WISH 271

TOYOTA VITZ 251 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 268

SUBARU LEGACY 249 MAZDA PREMACY 255

MAZDA ATENZA 246 VOLKSWAGEN GOLF 253

SUBARU IMPREZA 244 MAZDA ATENZA 238

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF 242 TOYOTA VITZ 225

TOYOTA WISH 241 SUBARU IMPREZA 206

MAZDA PREMACY 236 NISSAN NOTE 189

NISSAN DUALIS 221 NISSAN DUALIS 186

NISSAN NOTE 204 BMW 3 SERIES 161

NISSAN X-TRAIL 190 HONDA STREAM 156

THE 17 LEADING USED IMPORT PASSENGER MAKES – YEAR-TO-DATE 2019
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19-Jan 177 417 44 8 90 31 1270 23 1873 149 552 2328 2 653 653 2450 391 487 11598

18-Jan 250 523 65 8 115 46 1356 27 2310 210 440 2629 26 809 722 3232 445 506 13719

% diff -29 -20 -32 0 -22 -33 -6 -15 -19 -29 25 -11 -92 -19 -10 -24 -12 -4 -15

19-Feb 210 395 39 8 79 24 1224 20 1780 171 531 2207 9 621 601 2406 344 460 11129

18-Feb 192 467 63 8 122 39 1232 2 1996 250 325 2220 16 696 682 2872 366 500 12048

% diff 9 -15 -38 0 -35 -38 -1 900 -11 -32 63 -1 -44 -11 -12 -16 -6 -8 -8

19-Mar 248 456 39 5 84 32 1373 25 1979 152 526 2260 5 665 691 2483 356 473 11852

18-Mar 235 514 48 8 104 40 1188 35 1978 227 307 2132 22 704 606 2878 357 458 11841

% diff 6 -11 -19 -38 -19 -20 16 -29 0 -33 71 6 -77 -6 14 -14 0 3 0

19-Apr 207 394 39 6 66 26 1216 20 1882 146 530 1976 9 614 594 2392 339 427 10883

18-Apr 228 471 39 9 0 25 1053 23 1760 222 379 1970 14 623 604 2644 371 458 10893

% diff -9 -16 0 -33 4 15 -13 7 -34 40 0 -36 -1 -2 -10 -9 -7 0

19-May 246 441 38 1 66 44 1318 39 2013 156 512 2424 8 748 636 2591 415 516 12212

18-May 276 621 41 12 102 44 1374 30 2063 257 463 2630 17 770 682 3102 402 534 13420

% diff -11 -29 -7 -92 -35 0 -4 30 -2 -39 11 -8 -53 -3 -7 -16 3 -3 -9

19-Jun 184 377 39 3 53 32 1251 19 1755 121 538 2323 16 648 597 2474 368 379 11177

18-Jun 267 590 34 11 81 34 1322 25 2018 216 421 2486 15 685 714 2881 363 488 12651

% diff -31 -36 15 -73 -35 -6 -5 -24 -13 -44 28 -7 7 -5 -16 -14 1 -22 -12

19-Jul 231 450 33 10 69 47 1443 28 2062 138 570 2515 9 766 598 2847 428 547 12791

18-Jul 301 534 51 13 81 31 1517 15 2275 229 532 2685 5 718 745 3135 404 576 13847

% diff -23 -16 -35 -23 -15 52 -5 87 -9 -40 7 -6 80 7 -20 -9 6 -5 -8

19-Aug 239 454 40 9 86 47 1388 31 2007 139 567 2386 10 753 699 2722 399 377 12353

18-Aug 277 506 58 7 90 51 1379 20 2205 221 517 2668 13 725 755 2909 436 531 13368

% diff -14 -10 -31 29 -4 -8 1 55 -9 -37 10 -11 -23 4 -7 -6 -8 -29 -8

19-Sep 202 418 29 5 62 42 1313 26 1871 120 500 2270 8 707 531 2705 384 437 11630

18-Sep 220 456 50 4 87 34 1215 18 1990 179 478 2318 9 636 613 2423 382 421 11533

% diff -8 -8 -42 25 -29 24 8 44 -6 -33 5 -2 -11 11 -13 12 1 4 1

YTD 19 1944 3802 340 55 655 325 11796 231 17222 1292 4826 20689 76 6175 5600 23070 3424 4103 105625

YTD 18 2246 4682 449 80 782 344 11636 195 18595 2011 3862 21738 137 6366 6123 26076 3526 4472 113320

%diff -13 -19 -24 -31 -16 -6 1 18 -7 -36 25 -5 -45 -3 -9 -12 -3 -8 -7

doing incredibly well.”
 Facebook advertising 
targets people and has 
them looking at just cars, 
at Jap Imports, whereas 
TradeMe will list 20-30 
cars and people typically 
go for the cheapest, Dost 
says.
This time last year, Dost is 
seeing similar sales, which 
isn’t a bad thing.
“We’re doing okay. Looking 
at last year, sales seem to 
be the same. They were 
slow a few months ago but 
picking up now.
“Students are heading 
towards the end of the 

year, people are starting to 
get jobs, that kind of thing.
September at Jap Imports 
saw good sales in the 
Toyota hybrids, such as the 
Prius. Volkswagen Golfs 
also performed well, with 
the Suzuki Swift getting a 
mention. 
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STATSTALK
New Vehicles

UDC Finance Limited 
lending criteria applies.

UDC has money to lend. Lots of money.

Talk to us today about stock funding 
options for your dealership.

Ph 0800 500 832 or visit www.udc.co.nz

NEW VEHICLES 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

NEW PASSENGER MAKES

MAKE
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18 Movement

% 
Change

Market 
Share

TOYOTA 2226 1955 13.9 21.6

HOLDEN 877 626  Up 2 40.1 8.5

HYUNDAI 721 566  Up 3 27.4 7.0

MAZDA 711 812  Down 2 -12.4 6.9

MITSUBISHI 707 766  Down 2 -7.7 6.8

KIA 602 592  Down 1 1.7 5.8

SUZUKI 560 562 -0.4 5.4

NISSAN 521 456  Up 2 14.3 5.0

HONDA 410 489  Down 1 -16.2 4.0

FORD 399 468  Down 1 -14.7 3.9

VOLKSWAGEN 386 366 5.5 3.7

TESLA 379 36  Up 13 952.8 3.7

SUBARU 281 325  Down 1 -13.5 2.7

AUDI 175 175 0.0 1.7

BMW 169 129  Up 2 31.0 1.6

MERCEDES-BENZ 148 191  Down 3 -22.5 1.4

SKODA 145 133 Down 1 9.0 1.4

LAND ROVER 96 69  Up 2 39.1 0.9

MG 94 0.9

LEXUS 83 81  Down 2 2.5 0.8

Other 632 634 -0.3 6.1

Total 10322 9431 9.4 100.0

NEW PASSENGER MODELS

MAKE MODEL
SEP 
'19 MAKE MODEL

SEP 
'18

TOYOTA COROLLA 1011 TOYOTA COROLLA 872

TOYOTA YARIS 432 TOYOTA RAV4 366

TESLA MODEL 3 359 KIA SPORTAGE 323

TOYOTA RAV4 312 MITSUBISHI ASX 317

MAZDA CX-5 310 MAZDA CX-5 288

NISSAN QASHQAI 310 SUZUKI SWIFT 275

KIA SPORTAGE 306 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 254

MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 264 TOYOTA YARIS 219

SUZUKI SWIFT 252 NISSAN X-TRAIL 212

HOLDEN COMMODORE 226 NISSAN QASHQAI 193

MITSUBISHI ASX 212 HONDA HR-V 189

HOLDEN EQUINOX 207 HOLDEN COMMODORE 161

HYUNDAI KONA 203 MAZDA MAZDA3 153

NISSAN X-TRAIL 166 MAZDA CX-3 146

HOLDEN ACADIA 161 HYUNDAI SANTA FE 143

HONDA JAZZ 152 HYUNDAI TUCSON 142

MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS 149 HONDA CRV 138

HYUNDAI TUCSON 146 TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 135

HONDA HR-V 130 FORD ESCAPE 128

SUZUKI VITARA 119 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS 125

NEW COMMERCIAL MODELS (UNDER 3500KG)

MAKE MODEL SEP '19 MAKE MODEL SEP '18

FORD RANGER 814 FORD RANGER 802

TOYOTA HILUX 603 TOYOTA HILUX 667

HOLDEN COLORADO 449 MITSUBISHI TRITON 451

MITSUBISHI TRITON 386 TOYOTA HIACE 290

NISSAN NAVARA 184 HOLDEN COLORADO 279

MAZDA BT-50 173 NISSAN NAVARA 254

TOYOTA HIACE 150 MAZDA BT-50 201

ISUZU D-MAX 148 ISUZU D-MAX 197

MERCEDES-
BENZ

SPRINTER 143 FIAT DUCATO 111

FIAT DUCATO 86 HYUNDAI ILOAD 78

MODEL 3 MAKES STRONG FIRST 
APPEARANCE IN SALES CHARTS

The Tesla Model 3 
has become the first 
electric vehicle to enter 

the top 10 sales charts in New 
Zealand, with an impressive 
result in its first month on sale.

Long wait times for 
customers and pent-up 
demand saw 359 units 
registered for the month 
of September, making it 
the third most popular 

passenger vehicle, and 
the sixth most popular 
vehicle overall.
Only the Toyota Corolla 
on 1011 vehicles and the 
Toyota Yaris on 432 sold 
in higher volumes, though 
with rental quantities of 
736 units and 306 units 
respectively, the Model 3 
was, arguably, the most 
popular choice of new 
vehicle by consumers and 

businesses.
The result also made Tesla 
the 12th most popular 
passenger vehicle brand 
overall.
Motor Industry Association 
chief executive David 
Crawford noted the result 
was momentous.
“It shows a shift in consumer 
behaviour, and a willingness 
to purchase electric vehicles,” 
Crawford says.
“With the availability of 
electric vehicles, the fleet will 
become more fuel-efficient 
and less CO2 heavy.”
Overall, September 2019 

Continued on page 49
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STATSTALK
New Vehicles

UDC Finance Limited 
lending criteria applies.

UDC has money to lend. Lots of money.

Talk to us today about stock funding 
options for your dealership.

Ph 0800 500 832 or visit www.udc.co.nz

NEW VEHICLES 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

NEW AROUND THE COUNTRY 
PASSENGER REGISTRATIONS

DIST
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18

% 
CHANGE

WHA 155 183 -15.30

AUC 4960 4450 11.46

HAM 645 543 18.78

THA 110 92 19.57

TAU 360 382 -5.76

ROT 122 134 -8.96

GIS 32 39 -17.95

NAP 255 229 11.35

NEW 160 140 14.29

WAN 99 81 22.22

PAL 275 243 13.17

MAS 86 94 -8.51

WEL 782 841 -7.02

NEL 106 105 0.95

BLE 73 54 35.19

GRE 10 15 -33.33

WES 1 -100.00

CHR 1669 1349 23.72

TIM 50 69 -27.54

OAM 5 6 -16.67

DUN 251 243 3.29

INV 117 138 -15.22

TOTAL 10322 9431 9.45

NEW IMPORT COMMERCIAL MAKES – YEAR-TO-DATE 2019
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19-Jan 51 888 32 73 33 53 353 76 283 120 163 84 445 338 33 594 99 278 3996
18-Jan 101 808 66 66 16 46 385 64 258 153 172 57 318 284 94 780 165 204 4037
% diff -50 10 -52 11 106 15 -8 19 10 -22 -5 47 40 19 -65 -24 -40 36 -1

19-Feb 44 818 23 73 33 51 302 76 246 140 196 76 506 335 43 817 119 221 4119
18-Feb 59 788 47 50 8 68 366 64 304 102 169 48 368 384 63 946 110 172 4116

% diff -25 4 -51 46 313 -25 -17 19 -19 37 16 58 38 -13 -32 -14 8 28 0
19-Mar 66 982 26 77 30 68 493 113 308 164 284 111 594 325 36 737 162 270 4846
18-Mar 69 1047 49 99 17 55 427 80 322 191 159 73 382 315 64 1225 160 244 4978

% diff -4 -6 -47 -22 76 24 15 41 -4 -14 79 52 55 3 -44 -40 1 11 -3
19-Apr 57 865 28 58 27 62 403 52 254 73 154 68 465 268 37 694 78 219 3862
18-Apr 60 803 41 47 14 54 312 44 281 144 133 101 258 268 28 598 122 267 3575
% diff -5 8 -32 23 93 15 29 18 -10 -49 16 -33 80 0 32 16 -36 -18 8

19-May 60 1009 22 80 40 80 466 114 273 86 206 95 514 362 39 807 19 363 4635
18-May 80 1132 64 67 18 55 412 80 319 159 197 94 437 466 21 789 205 297 4892

% diff -25 -11 -66 19 122 45 13 43 -14 -46 5 1 18 -22 86 2 -91 22 -5
19-Jun 30 1148 14 69 43 59 682 119 286 154 199 86 530 364 70 973 164 213 5203
18-Jun 61 1186 57 122 16 70 581 56 415 255 202 97 507 365 23 900 244 290 5447
% diff -51 -3 -75 -43 169 -16 17 113 -31 -40 -1 -11 5 0 204 8 -33 -27 -4
19-Jul 53 760 16 71 36 54 389 86 231 71 233 102 451 266 56 753 88 256 3972
18-Jul 71 799 23 59 20 60 418 55 294 162 186 135 363 239 13 868 161 357 4283
% diff -25 -5 -30 20 80 -10 -7 56 -21 -56 25 -24 24 11 331 -13 -45 -28 -7

19-Aug 68 831 12 80 24 63 337 61 242 102 0 148 348 242 37 904 131 471 4101
18-Aug 102 908 22 74 19 72 407 58 268 155 212 166 346 283 21 958 157 333 4561

% diff -33 -8 -45 8 26 -13 -17 5 -10 -34 -100 -11 1 -14 76 -6 -17 41 -10
19-Sep 87 892 11 87 44 56 456 64 260 110 173 202 386 184 20 781 118 272 4203
18-Sep 111 901 18 133 20 60 287 80 299 126 201 113 0 452 32 989 132 523 4477

% diff -22 -1 -39 -35 120 -7 59 -20 -13 -13 -14 79 -59 -38 -21 -11 -48 -6
YTD 19 516 8193 184 668 310 546 3881 761 2383 1020 1608 972 4239 2684 371 7060 978 2563 38937
YTD 18 714 8372 387 717 148 540 3595 581 2760 1447 1631 884 2979 3056 359 8053 1456 2687 40366

%diff -28 -2 -52 -7 109 1 8 31 -14 -30 -1 10 42 -12 3 -12 -33 -5 -4

registrations of 14,525 
vehicles were up 4.4% (615 
units) on the same month in 
2018. This was a record total 
for a September.
Passenger car registrations 
were up 9.4% for the month to 
10,332 units from 9431 a year 
ago. Commercial registrations 
were down 6.1% to 4203 from 
4477.
Year-to-date sales were 
down by 4% per cent on the 
first nine months of 2018, a 
reduction of just over 4800 
fewer vehicles sold in 2019 
to date. 
“The month of September 
continues the up and down 
pattern in the 2019 market," 

Crawford notes. "In addition 
to strong sales of EVs, some 
distributors had a good 
month with Holden rocketing 
up the sales charts and 
Toyota enjoying a massive 
September mainly off the back 
of rental sales.”
The top four rental model’s 
year to date are the Toyota 
Corolla (1877 units), the Toyota 
RAV4 (555), the Toyota Yaris 
(494) and the Toyota Land 
Cruiser Prado (383). 
Toyota remains the overall 
market leader with 21% market 
share (3007 units), followed 
by Holden with 9% (1333) with 
Ford slipping to third spot with 
9% share (1291).
The top selling passenger and 

SUV models for the month 
were the Toyota Corolla 
(1011 units of which 736 were 
rentals), followed by the 
Toyota Yaris (432) and the 
Tesla Model 3 (359).
In commercials, Ford 
regained the market lead 
with 21% market share (892 
units), followed by Toyota 
with 19% (781) and Holden 
third with 11% share (456).
The Ford Ranger retained the 
top spot as the bestselling 
commercial model with 19% 
share (814 units), followed 
by the Toyota Hilux with 14% 
share (603) and the Holden 
Colorado in third with 11% 
share (449). 
The top three segments for 

the month of September were 
SUV medium vehicles with 
18% share, followed by SUV 
Compact with 14% market 
share and the small passenger 
vehicle segment in third with 
12% share. It is the first month 
in several years that sales of 
Pick Up/Chassis 4x4 segment 
has not been in the one of 

the top three selling 

Continued from page 48

Continued on page 50
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STATSTALK
New Vehicles

segments. 
New car sales were “flat” at 
Ingham Hyundai in Hamilton, 

but its used car sales were 
“extremely well.”
“I get that feeling from the 
market that [new car sales] 

is stagnant,” dealer principal 
Euan Means says, calling 
sales “average.”
Means is getting the 
impression the new car 
sales market is trending 
downwards but believes the 
Hyundai brand is on the rise.
“We have new product 
releases to come heading into 
next year,” Means says. “It’s 
something like 10 new models 
within the next 12 months.”
Means singled out the Kona 
as a standout in new car sales 
in September, but sales were 
much more impressive in the 
used car side.
“It’s the life cycle of the 
Hyundai brand – where the 

products are. Our brand 
is pitched above the retail 
pricing of Toyota and Ford,” 
Means says.
He says if people want the 
Hyundai product, then they 
typically go for the used vehicle 
option rather than the new to 
meet their price point. 

UDC Finance Limited 
lending criteria applies.

UDC has money to lend. Lots of money.

Talk to us today about stock funding 
options for your dealership.

Ph 0800 500 832 or visit www.udc.co.nz

NEW VEHICLES 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

NEW COMMERCIAL MAKES (UNDER 3500KG)

MAKE SEP '19 SEP '18 Movement % Change
Market 
Share

FORD 892 901  Up 1 -1.0 21.2

TOYOTA 781 989  Down 1 -21.0 18.6

HOLDEN 456 287  Up 2 58.9 10.8

MITSUBISHI 386 452  Down 1 -14.6 9.2

ISUZU 260 299  Down 1 -13.0 6.2

MERCEDES-BENZ 202 113  Up 5 78.8 4.8

NISSAN 184 254  Down 1 -27.6 4.4

MAZDA 173 201  Down 1 -13.9 4.1

VOLKSWAGEN 118 132 -10.6 2.8

LDV 110 126 -12.7 2.6

Other 641 723 -11.3 15.3

TOTAL 4203 4477 -6.1 100.0

NEW PASSENGER MAKES
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19-Jan 17 111 130 0 0 606 0 689 450 551 110 710 179 76 1052 247 65 803 370 107 60 113 72 382 592 1718 374 68 290 9942

18-Jan 12 178 187 1 7 846 0 777 524 553 82 762 73 62 1025 188 77 626 423 89 54 140 82 342 591 2490 300 57 250 10798

% diff 42 -38 -30  -100 -28 -11 -14 0 34 -7 145 23 3 31 -16 28 -13 20 11 -19 -12 12 0 -31 25 19 16 -8

19-Feb 9 120 163 1 0 416 0 545 512 528 55 580 128 76 758 152 41 547 355 72 49 108 55 299 580 800 309 64 256 7578

18-Feb 5 169 144 1 4 395 0 602 412 489 142 512 76 69 773 166 70 489 269 86 35 104 64 157 577 1013 342 47 203 7415

% diff 80 -29 13 0 -100 5 -9 24 8 -61 13 68 10 -2 -8 -41 12 32 -16 40 4 -14 90 1 -21 -10 36 26 2

19-Mar 19 157 178 0 0 346 0 543 699 561 77 626 135 70 805 214 72 631 489 84 22 124 67 338 564 960 307 61 276 8425

18-Mar 6 193 232 1 4 504 0 673 636 551 143 617 83 71 858 200 66 722 371 99 37 164 59 291 605 1196 341 53 274 9050

% diff 217 -19 -23 -100 -100 -31 -19 10 2 -46 1 63 -1 -6 7 9 -13 32 -15 -41 -24 14 16 -7 -20 -10 15 1 -7

19-Apr 12 98 109 0 0 273 0 325 305 562 82 537 90 74 601 159 58 444 365 42 43 107 76 299 460 1112 231 46 268 6778

18-Apr 8 140 126 0 8 312 0 540 317 398 88 511 60 61 760 183 46 486 354 84 20 116 42 373 539 712 258 51 255 6848

% diff 50 -30 -13 -100 -13 -40 -4 41 -7 5 50 21 -21 -13 26 -9 3 -50 115 -8 81 -20 -15 56 -10 -10 5 -1

19-May 11 125 139 0 0 328 0 536 407 688 37 455 96 69 707 192 81 474 346 71 32 133 92 305 528 1086 311 54 321 7624

18-May 6 176 161 0 5 487 0 660 399 831 153 618 135 66 879 187 65 600 268 84 30 130 52 342 543 1779 336 50 233 9275

% diff 83 -29 -14 -100 -33 -19 2 -17 -76 -26 -29 5 -20 3 25 -21 29 -15 7 2 77 -11 -3 -39 -7 8 38 -18

19-Jun 5 161 159 0 1 326 0 540 333 926 66 562 96 72 790 193 77 616 393 66 36 122 96 282 569 1561 304 57 339 8747

18-Jun 22 213 170 0 5 443 0 695 521 823 169 639 124 66 862 207 56 727 394 71 33 170 69 323 563 1558 413 53 336 9725

% diff -77 -24 -6 -80 -26 -22 -36 13 -61 -12 -23 9 -8 -7 38 -15 0 -7 9 -28 39 -13 1 0 -26 8 1 -10

19-Jul 15 147 116 0 0 280 0 555 412 457 92 585 78 75 713 174 44 499 455 57 28 122 81 304 550 1432 313 42 299 7925

18-Jul 8 123 125 0 2 404 0 532 443 505 65 555 113 67 817 190 45 604 461 83 19 143 60 362 554 1202 278 6 274 8040

% diff 88 20 -7 -100 -31 4 -7 -10 42 5 -31 12 -13 -8 -2 -17 -1 -31 47 -15 35 -16 -1 19 13 600 9 -1

19-Aug 12 176 163 0 0 253 0 633 398 626 69 511 111 73 701 148 61 659 544 83 30 161 42 330 522 1468 322 47 363 8506

18-Aug 16 141 122 0 0 520 0 529 425 609 109 562 118 67 841 199 53 702 434 88 27 144 48 321 596 1334 342 62 230 8639

% diff -25 25 34 -51 20 -6 3 -37 -9 -6 9 -17 -26 15 -6 25 -6 11 12 -13 3 -12 10 -6 -24 58 -2

19-Sep 6 175 169 0 0 399 0 877 410 721 78 602 96 83 711 148 70 707 521 60 33 145 61 281 560 2226 386 50 747 10322

18-Sep 15 175 129 0 4 468 0 626 489 566 143 592 69 81 812 191 35 766 456 57 34 133 68 325 562 1955 366 72 242 9431

% diff -60 0 31 -100 -15 40 -16 27 -45 2 39 2 -12 -23 100 -8 14 5 -3 9 -10 -14 0 14 5 -31 209 9

YTD 19 106 1270 1326 1 1 3227 0 5243 3926 5620 666 5168 1009 668 6838 1627 569 5380 3838 642 333 1135 642 2820 4925 12363 2857 489 3159 75847

YTD 18 98 1508 1396 3 39 4379 0 5634 4166 5325 1094 5368 851 610 7627 1711 513 5722 3430 741 289 1244 544 2836 5130 13239 2976 379 2055 69790

%diff 8 -16 -5 -67 -97 -26 -7 -6 6 -39 -4 19 10 -10 -5 11 -6 12 -13 15 -9 18 -1 -4 -7 -4 29 54 9

Continued from page 49
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STATSTALK
Secondhand Vehicles

SECONDHAND REGISTRATIONS − SEPTEMBER 2019
SALE TYPE WHA AUC HAM THA TAU ROT GIS NAP NEW WAN PAL MAS WEL NEL BLE GRE WES CHR TIM OAM DUN INV TOTAL

Cars 2019

Public to Trader 197 4865 910 200 562 123 47 452 232 129 706 91 1003 184 80 33 2 1731 91 401 286 12325

Public to Public 1914 13697 3309 613 1956 913 427 1413 976 619 1697 513 3136 1019 370 169 31 4860 513 136 1989 1176 41446

Trader to Public 503 6730 1355 279 901 410 152 722 419 243 735 323 1560 313 174 68 11 2281 200 43 657 455 18534

Cars 2018

Public to Trader 221 4875 1056 229 546 132 47 386 156 189 738 109 1084 171 90 37 1674 102 3 384 258 12487

Public to Public 1931 14016 3273 646 1922 999 377 1395 962 593 1610 444 3053 977 393 179 31 4836 519 112 1899 1144 41311

Trader to Public 572 6096 1461 302 864 401 145 687 367 298 788 222 1561 283 169 73 6 2129 211 37 730 424 17826

Cars % Change

Public to Trader -10.9 -0.2 -13.8 -12.7 2.9 -6.8 0.0 17.1 48.7 -31.7 -4.3 -16.5 -7.5 7.6 -11.1 -10.8 3.4 -10.8 -100.0 4.4 10.9 -1.3

Public to Public -0.9 -2.3 1.1 -5.1 1.8 -8.6 13.3 1.3 1.5 4.4 5.4 15.5 2.7 4.3 -5.9 -5.6 0.0 0.5 -1.2 21.4 4.7 2.8 0.3

Trader to Public -12.1 10.4 -7.3 -7.6 4.3 2.2 4.8 5.1 14.2 -18.5 -6.7 45.5 -0.1 10.6 3.0 -6.8 83.3 7.1 -5.2 16.2 -10.0 7.3 4.0

Motorcycles 2019

Public to Trader 7 112 22 4 18 3 1 9 3 4 26 2 46 13 1 41 19 331

Public to Public 89 566 169 30 97 58 10 80 44 26 73 24 181 56 20 11 1 239 20 3 84 37 1918

Trader to Public 6 123 39 8 15 18 4 12 14 13 12 6 51 9 12 41 2 27 10 422

Motorcycles 2018

Public to Trader 4 132 22 8 24 4 1 4 1 2 16 5 48 8 2 21 21 7 330

Public to Public 62 518 135 26 98 52 20 78 48 25 68 18 157 77 25 11 1 238 21 2 77 41 1798

Trader to Public 13 137 43 8 26 18 3 16 9 9 18 11 39 8 3 1 42 4 20 12 440

Motorcycles % change

Public to Trader 75.0 -15.2 0.0 -50.0 -25.0 -25.0 0.0 125.0 200.0 100.0 62.5 -60.0 -4.2 62.5 -50.0 95.2 -9.5 -100.0 0.3

Public to Public 43.5 9.3 25.2 15.4 -1.0 11.5 -50.0 2.6 -8.3 4.0 7.4 33.3 15.3 -27.3 -20.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 -4.8 50.0 9.1 -9.8 6.7

Trader to Public -53.8 -10.2 -9.3 0.0 -42.3 0.0 33.3 -25.0 55.6 44.4 -33.3 -45.5 30.8 12.5 300.0 -100.0 -2.4 -50.0 35.0 -16.7 -4.1

Trucks 2019

Public to Trader 67 991 233 63 85 64 39 135 34 34 150 43 145 55 33 8 289 32 1 85 77 2663

Public to Public 415 1890 580 156 418 206 95 289 173 118 309 119 470 192 99 47 7 754 91 29 367 264 7088

Trader to Public 160 1129 349 83 212 132 68 179 108 59 175 124 254 82 58 21 3 373 61 7 187 118 3942

Trucks 2018

Public to Trader 68 880 239 58 110 45 28 128 28 44 135 37 121 66 49 8 282 34 69 77 2506

Public to Public 408 1872 537 143 390 203 101 251 204 113 255 92 441 220 113 35 7 785 80 34 389 213 6886

Trader to Public 148 915 308 91 192 121 56 157 79 58 182 73 206 76 52 27 2 324 64 12 143 138 3424

Trucks % change

Public to Trader -1.5 12.6 -2.5 8.6 -22.7 42.2 39.3 5.5 21.4 -22.7 11.1 16.2 19.8 -16.7 -32.7 0.0 2.5 -5.9 23.2 0.0 6.3

Public to Public 1.7 1.0 8.0 9.1 7.2 1.5 -5.9 15.1 -15.2 4.4 21.2 29.3 6.6 -12.7 -12.4 34.3 0.0 -3.9 13.8 -14.7 -5.7 23.9 2.9

Trader to Public 8.1 23.4 13.3 -8.8 10.4 9.1 21.4 14.0 36.7 1.7 -3.8 69.9 23.3 7.9 11.5 -22.2 50.0 15.1 -4.7 -41.7 30.8 -14.5 15.1

Register for FREE news updates
-Receive twice-weekly news alerts to your email

www.autotalk.co.nz

SECOND-HAND MARKET 
LOOKING GOOD FOR TURNERS 
Turners Group sold more used 

vehicles in September compared to 
the same month last year, the first 

time monthly comparisons have improved 
this year. 
Turners Group’s September sales 
exceeded last year’s numbers in both 
the dealer to public and ex-overseas 
segments. 

These statistics indicate the second-hand 
car market had a good month.  
Turners’ “car park”’ monitoring measures 
show the number of imported cars 
awaiting sales in New Zealand are “high 
but healthy.”
Last year, some logistic issues caused 
peaks and troughs in stock numbers. 
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STATSTALK
Bikes

Motorcycle 
registrations for 
2019 have overtaken 

2018’s numbers, compared to 
this time last year.
New bike registrations totalled 
666 units, and takes 2019 
registrations up to 6145.
Suzuki continues its lead, after 
a brief upset by Yamaha in 
June, with 114 bike registrations, 
up just over 11% year-on-year for 
a 17.1% market share. 
Yamaha moves up a spot from 
last month to take second place 
on 78 units, up 12.5% on last 
year for a 11.7% share, followed 
by Harley Davidson on 57, 
selling six less last month and 
down 6.9% to take 8.6% share. 
The TNT Roma 2T continues 

its top spot as the 
top-selling model in 
September with 25 
units, the same as 
last month. But the 
Suzuki UZ50, which 
has led most of this 
year, follows closely at 
number two with 24 
units, and the Suzuki 
GSX150 jumps to third 
on 21. 
Used bike registrations 
were up 1.6% to 190 
units, from 187 this time 
last year. 
Harley Davidson continues 
to lead the used motorcycle 
market, selling 74 units, up 
23.3% for 38.9% of the market, 
followed by Ducati on 20 
and Yamaha on 16, knocking 
Honda (14) off the top three 
brands from last month. 
In Tauranga, Mount Motor 

Cycles salesman Ray Holmes 
says the sales for used bikes 
was quite strong, but the new 
bike market was slow. 
“It’s very hard to predict why 
this is,” Holmes says. “I think we 
were lucky, we had quite good 

quality stock, which we’re 
starting to get down on 
now.” 
Holmes says this led 
to quite strong sales in 
the used market but he 
can’t pinpoint on why 
new bike sales seem to 
be dead. 
“I would predict sales 
would get even stronger 
leading into summer. 
Traditionally, it’s better 
for us, with warmer 
weekends, sun’s out, 

daylight saving. We sell more 
bikes.” 
Holmes says generally 
November and December are 
good months for new bikes. 
The BMW GS range is Mount 
Motor Cycles’ strongest seller. 

USED BIKE MAKES
MAKE SEP '19 SEP '18 % CHANGE MARKET

HARLEY DAVIDSON 74 60 23.3 38.9
DUCATI 20 21 -4.8 10.5
YAMAHA 16 9 77.8 8.4
HONDA 14 14 0.0 7.4
TRIUMPH 14 18 -22.2 7.4
BMW 11 13 -15.4 5.8
KAWASAKI 6 9 -33.3 3.2
SUZUKI 6 4 50.0 3.2
BUELL 5 2.6
APRILIA 4 4 0.0 2.1
Other 20 35 -42.9 10.5
TOTAL 190 187 1.6 100.0

NEW BIKE MAKES

MAKE SEP '19
YTD 
'19

YTD 
'18

% 
Change

Market 
Share %

SUZUKI 114 1095 986 -88.4 17.1
YAMAHA 78 729 648 -88.0 11.7
HARLEY DAVIDSON 57 568 610 -90.7 8.6
HONDA 49 452 487 -89.9 7.4
KAWASAKI 44 348 397 -88.9 6.6
ROYAL ENFIELD 36 200 122 -70.5 5.4
TRIUMPH 36 333 373 -90.3 5.4
KTM 32 305 277 -88.4 4.8
TNT MOTOR 31 319 285 -89.1 4.7
BMW 25 246 244 -89.8 3.8
FORZA 18 208 185 -90.3 2.7
DUCATI 15 112 111 -86.5 2.3
FACTORY BUILT 15 143 165 -90.9 2.3
INDIAN 15 108 107 -86.0 2.3
APRILIA 13 94 150 -91.3 2.0
ZNEN 9 64 67 -86.6 1.4
PGO 8 22 24 -66.7 1.2
SYM 8 50 24 -66.7 1.2
HUSQVARNA 6 49 33 -81.8 0.9
MOPED 6 113 150 -96.0 0.9
Other 51 587 666 -92.3 7.7
Total 666 6145 6111 -89.1 100.0

NEW BIKE MODELS
MAKE MODEL SEP '19
TNT MOTOR ROMA 2T 25
SUZUKI UZ50 24
SUZUKI GSX150 FDZA GIXXER 21
HARLEY DAVIDSON STREET 19 STREET 500 16
ROYAL ENFIELD CLASSIC 12
FACTORY BUILT ARIIC 11
KTM 390 DUKE 11
ROYAL ENFIELD INTERCEPTOR 650 11
FORZA CAPRI LX 10
HONDA CMX 500 10

www.creditone.co.nz
 0800 300 500

Credit One offers smarter motorbike finance 
options for new or used motorbikes.

Call us today to experience the  
Credit One difference!

BIKES SALES 
OVERTAKE LAST YEAR
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STATSTALK
Trucks

NEW TRUCK MAKES (over 3500kg)

MAKE
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18

% Change
% of 
Market

YTD 
'19

YTD 
'18

ISUZU 112 102 9.8 18.6 950 882
FUSO 86 133 -35.3 14.3 668 719
MERCEDES-BENZ 68 44 54.5 11.3 383 388
HINO 56 60 -6.7 9.3 546 540
DAF 26 15 73.3 4.3 201 226
FIAT 23 39 -41.0 3.8 197 277
VOLVO 23 25 -8.0 3.8 249 236
UD TRUCKS 21 22 -4.5 3.5 194 196
SCANIA 19 23 -17.4 3.2 173 201
KENWORTH 18 23 -21.7 3.0 223 244
Other 149 127 17.3 24.8 974 1200
TOTAL 601 613 -2.0 100.0 4758 5109

USED TRUCK MAKES

MAKE
SEP 
'19

SEP 
'18

% 
Change

% of 
Market

YTD 
'19

YTD 
'18

TOYOTA 45 35 28.6 24.3 368 338
HINO 42 37 13.5 22.7 336 313
ISUZU 36 55 -34.5 19.5 347 448
MITSUBISHI 20 18 11.1 10.8 178 170
NISSAN 12 17 -29.4 6.5 158 140
IVECO 7 3 133.3 3.8 16 22
KENWORTH 3 2 50.0 1.6 21 18
MAZDA 3 5 -40.0 1.6 40 41
VOLVO 3 1 200.0 1.6 25 17
DAF 2 3 -33.3 1.1 16 23
Other 12 19 -36.8 6.5 181 212
TOTAL 185 195 -5.1 100.0 1686 1742

www.creditone.co.nz
 0800 300 500

Credit One offers smarter finance options 
for all types of trucks and transport 
operators.
Call us today to experience the Credit One 
difference!

NEW AND USED 
COMMERCIAL 
REGISTRATIONS DOWN

New and used 
commercial 
registrations are both 

down slightly year-on-year.
Total registrations of new 
trucks and buses over 
3500kg GVM sits at 601 units 
for September. 
This is down 2% compared 
to the same period last year 
which saw 613 registrations 
of new commercials for the 
month. 
A total of 4758 new trucks 
and buses have hit the road 
in the year-to-date compared 
to 5109 for the same period 
last year. 
Isuzu is market leader for 
September with 112 units 
registered and an 18.6% 
market share. The brand was 
up 9.8% compared to the 102 
units registered in the same 
period last year. 
Fuso is in second spot for the 
month, down 35.3% with 86 
units registered and a 14.3% 

market share. Mercedes-Benz 
is third, up 54.5% with 68 
registered (11.3%). 
Hino follows, down 6.7% with 
56 units registered and a 9.3% 

market share, DAF up 73.3% 
(26), Fiat down 41% (23), Volvo 
down 8% (23), UD Trucks 
down 4.5% (21), Scania down 
17.4% (19) and Kenworth down 
21.7% (18). 

Isuzu Trucks general manager 
Dave Ballantyne says dealers 
“had another very good 
month” for Isuzu registrations 
and he was “certainly 

pleased” to be up on August. 
“Enquiry levels are still quite 
healthy around most of the 
regions, but possibly with 
a higher level of caution by 
customers when it comes to 
making purchasing decisions,” 

he says. 
Total used imported truck 
and bus registrations were 
also down year-on-year, 
dropping 5.1% with 185 
registrations in September 
compared to 195 in the same 
period last year. 
Toyota lead the used 
commercial import market 
for the month with 45 units 
registered and a 24.3% 
market share. This was up 
28.6% compared to the 35 
registered in the same period 
last year. 
Hino comes second, up 13.5% 
with 42 units registered and 
a 22.7% market share. Isuzu 
third, down 34.5% with 36 
registered (19.5%). 
Mitsubishi follows, up 11.1% 
with 20 units registered, 
Nissan down 29.4% (12), Iveco 
up 1333.3% (7), Kenworth up 
50% (3), Mazda down 40% (3), 
Volvo up 200% (3) and DAF 
down 33.3% (2). 
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DISPUTES

TRADER EXCLUDED 
FOR THREATENING 
REMARKS
PRERSSILP V JODEN FINANCE LIMITED T/A CENTRAL CAR COMPANY 
LTD/CORNWALL MOTOR CO

In this case, the purchaser acquired a 
2008 Mercedes-Benz S350 for $14,995 
from the trader on February 10, 2019.

Within 11 days of his purchase, on February 
21, 2019, it lost its coolant on the road 
and broke down. At this time, it appears 
the purchaser had only driven the vehicle 
approximately 70km since purchasing it. 
When the vehicle broke down, a warning 
light came up on the dashboard instructing 
him to “top up coolant”. He had the vehicle 
towed to the trader’s yard.
The trader arranged for the vehicle to 
be taken to a specialist workshop. It 
checked for a leak under the bonnet and 
steam coming from the engine. It found 
the radiator was leaking and that there 
was oil in the cooling system. This was 
traced to an internal leak in the engine 
oil cooler. The workshop obtained a 
secondhand oil cooler, which it installed 
into the vehicle. 
The trader obtained a new radiator for 
the vehicle, which it sourced locally. The 
workshop removed the old radiator and 
flushed the entire cooling system multiple 
times to clear oil contamination. It fitted 
the new radiator and replaced the radiator 
hose O rings as they were swollen from 
oil contamination. It then filled the cooling 
system with coolant and bled the system.
There is a note on the workshop's invoice 
stating “radiator reservoir faulty as light 
showing on dash to top up coolant”. 
The adjudicator pointed out the note 
is significant because it appears that 
this issue had still not been addressed, 
leading the purchaser to continue to 
experience loss of coolant from his 
vehicle and accompanying warnings to 
“top up coolant”.
The workshop invoice also contains a note 
advising that the “customer needs to return 
in a month to do another coolant flush”.

The purchaser was without his vehicle 
for approximately 21 days while it was 
being repaired, during which time he was 
provided with a loan vehicle.
Within 11 days of the first repair of the 
vehicle, the top up coolant warning 
reappeared on the dashboard. The 
purchaser returned the vehicle to the 
trader’s premises, who arranged for the 
vehicle to be taken to another workshop 
for a “presto radiator flush/degrease”. 
The day after the purchaser collected 
his vehicle, the “top up coolant” warning 
reappeared on the dashboard and 
he observed coolant spilling out of 
the radiator reservoir into the engine 
compartment. The purchaser produced 
photographs showing evidence of this 
coolant leak from the radiator reservoir. 
Following the third of the “triple coolant 
leaks”, the purchaser rejected the vehicle 
by letter dated March 29, 2019 and 
delivered April 2.
The day the letter was delivered, 
the purchaser took the vehicle to a 
workshop, which “check[ed] the vehicle 
for water level light on”. It found the 
water level was low and the water was 
contaminated with oil. The check also 
reported that the vehicle was having 
intermittent starting difficulties and that 
its SRS light is on. 
The SRS light signifies that there is a fault 
in the air bag system. It also concluded 
that the coolant system was badly 
contaminated with engine oil. It estimated 
that $2000 or more in repairs may be 
required, but it did not specify what these 
repairs would be. A second workshop 
backed the diagnosis.
At this stage the vehicle had only 
travelled 450km since purchase. The 
adjudicator also noted the records 
from the workshop dated in a way that 

indicated the car did not have enough 
Warrant of Fitness life when sold.
The purchaser alleged a number of other 
faults with the vehicle. The most serious 
of these were warning lights on the 
dashboard indicating that the ABS and 
ESP systems are inoperative. He said that 
these warnings appeared once every day 
or so. 
The trader’s notes, made available after 
the hearing, indicate that the vehicle was 
presented to him with these warning 
lights on February 12, 2019. Yet there is 
no record in any of the material produced 
by either party that this fault has been 
investigated or diagnosed. 
In addition the purchaser reports that the 
SRS (air bag) light has been illuminating 
whenever the engine is running. This was 
confirmed by one of the workshops in its 
report dated April 2, 2019. Again, there is 
no information to suggest that this fault 
has been investigated or diagnosed. 
The purchaser's evidence was that he 
demonstrated this warning light to a 
member of the trader's staff on March 
25, 2019. As the purchaser points out, 
the appearance of the SRS warning light 
is a serious safety concern requiring 
immediate investigation – a point 
accepted by the adjudicator.
The purchaser raised a number of other 
concerns, including that the car cannot be 
unlocked centrally using the key, that the 
reversing camera is dysfunctional, that 
the spare tyre for the vehicle would not fit 
as it was 17 inches in diameter, whereas 
the wheels themselves are 18 inches - 
though there was no evidence to back 
these points.
The adjudicator noted that their starting 
point was that the vehicle is an 11-year-old 
luxury European vehicle that was sold for 
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a very small proportion of its original price 
when new.
"However, the purchaser of such a 
vehicle is still entitled to expect that it 
will be free from minor defects, safe and 
durable for a reasonable period after 
purchase."
The adjudicator noted, however, all the 
issues had occurred within a vehicle short 
time and distance and found the vehicle 
failed to comply with the guarantee 
of acceptable quality in respect of its 
cooling system faults, the warning lights 
relating to the SRS (air bag) system 
and the ABS and ESP system, and the 
problem with the remote key which 
seems to have arisen almost immediately 
after the date of purchase.

In respect to the cooling system faults, 
the adjudicator agreed with a letter from 
the trader noting the vehicle only has 
minor radiator work to be done - and did 
not amount to a failure of a substantial 
character.
"However, I consider that the two 
warning lights relating to the SRS system 
and the ABS and ESP systems raise 
safety concerns that require immediate 

investigation. If these systems are not 
operating, as must be assumed to be the 
case without further investigation, then 
the vehicle is likely to be unsafe.
"I conclude that the vehicle’s failure to 
comply with the guarantee of acceptable 
quality amounts to a failure of a substantial 
character in terms of s 21(d) of the Act."
Did the trader have enough of an 
opportunity to repair the vehicle? The 
adjudicator found the time it took for 
the trader to make initial repairs were 
reasonable - though it noted that the 
problem was never actually fully fixed.
It notes the trader has repeatedly tried to 
flush the cooling system, despite that not 
necessarily being the issue. The trader 
does not accept the cooling system is still 
leaking - submitting at the hearing there 
are no leaks at all.
The adjudicator found in both sets of 
faults the trader had failed to make 
repairs despite being given the 
opportunity.
The adjudicator found the purchaser 
has the right to reject the vehicle, as the 
trader had failed to make repairs and 
because the SRS and ABS/ESP warning 
lights amount to a failure of a substantial 
character. It was sound the rejection was 
made in good time as well.
The trader argued that any right to reject 
the vehicle has been lost because the 
vehicle has been damaged after delivery 
for reasons not related to its state or 
condition at the time of supply - he noted 
damage to the left front wheel of the 
vehicle and damage to its left rear guard 

or wheel arch above the wheel. 
The purchaser accepted that he has 
caused a small scrape to the left front 
wheel as a result of contact with the kerb 
while parking the vehicle. 
After the Tribunal requested him to do so, 
the purchaser provided photos showing 
minor damage to the front left tyre and a 
minor scrape to the wheel. 
The adjudicator rejected the trader's 
position, noting this was simple damage 
to fix and was consistent with the 
ordinary wear and tear of a vehicle of 
this age and mileage.
The adjudicator felt further “damage” 
claimed by the trader was likely a 
reflection in the picture and did not exist.
The rejection was upheld, and a refund of 
the full purchase price was ordered. The 
purchaser was also awarded the costs of 
mechanical checks.
Threatening behaviour 
The trader was excluded from part of 
the hearing for what the adjudicator felt 
was threatening behaviour towards the 
purchaser.
"I record that after a short adjournment 
towards the end of [the trader’s] 
submissions at the hearing on July 18, 
2019, [the trader] made threatening 
remarks towards [the purchaser] which 
gave [the purchaser] concerns about 
his safety. After [the trader] made 
these remarks, I excluded him from the 
remainder of the hearing because, in 
my opinion, his behaviour constituted 
an offence under s 110B(1) of the Motor 
Vehicle Sales Act 2003." 

The adjudicator found 
in both sets of faults the 
trader had failed to make 
repairs despite being given 
the opportunity.
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